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W HO SAYS "R A IN  N O  M O '? "
‘TDucks Out of Water" the 
saying goes, but you’d have to 
twist the phrase for Keiown  ̂
ians. who like pretty Courier 
staffers Joan Holt (left) and 
Eva Laing, are unaccustomed 
to rain in mid-November. Ex­
pecting overcast skies to bring
snow, Joan was unprepared for 
wet weather but found that 
photographer Irving Corby’s 
overcoat was waterproof; and 
gave her this year’s, fashion­





VERNON — Light snow began 
falling about 8 a.m. today, and 
is continuing.
Outside temperatures register­
ed 50 degrees. It is unlikely it will 
settle in the low-lying areas  ̂ un­
less a cold air- mass, arrives in 
the area, weathermen said.
M̂rs. Franklin Smith, local wea­
ther recorder, explained that the 
advent and departure of snow, in 
Vernon, can be very unpredict­
able. '. ■
She cited an instance, in Dec­
ember, 1956. where 18.6 inches 
fell overnight. The following
S EAFO O D  SHOW ING 
T O N IG H T A T  KSHS
' This evening, MONDAY, Nov­
ember 18, is the date of the sea­
food demonstration sponsored 
by Kolbwna branch of the CAC.*̂ ' 
It will be held in the Junior High ̂ 
School auditorium at 8 p.m.: is 
free, and there will be door 




Wage' negotiating committees 
of Kelowna, Vernon bnd Pentic­
ton hospital boardO held prelim­
inary discussions in Kelowna Sat­
urday. ■
A meeting with William Black, 
business agent for Local 180, 
Hospital Employees Federal Un­
ion, will toko plocc In Vernon 
November 25,
T, R. Watt, of Manogement Re­
search Limited, whoso appoint­
ment was announced last week, 
will act as negotiator on behalf 
of the three Volley hospitals.
Watt has conducted negotia­
tions for several hospltols includ­
ing St. Paul's, Royal Columbian 
and St, Mary’s in Now Westmin­
ster,
VANCOUVER (CP)-A Vancou 
ver lawyer says attorney-general 
Robert Bonner has made'a "fran­
tic and tremendous effort" to ap­
point "only persons friendly to 
Mr. Bonner" to a Royal Commis- 
sicn inve.«:tigating charges of graft 
against a former British Colum 
bin cabinet minister.
Mr. Bonner replied that there 
were "despicable inferences" in 
the charges of lawyer Thomas 
Dohm which Mr. Dohm could 
have proven untrue had he made 
an inquiry into the facts.
The Statements were the latest 
developments in a political con­
troversy over the appointment of 
an . assistant to the commission 
counsel of the Sloan Royal Com­
mission.
DRYER NAMED -
The appointment went to Van­
couver lawyer Victor Dryer a 
few hours after it had been re­
ported that Frank G. P. Lewis, 
another Vancouver lawyer, had 
been named to the post.
One report said Mr. Dryer had 
been appointed by Mr. Benner, 
but the attorney-general denied 
this. Earlier, Chief Justice Gor­
don Sloon, who heads the inqpiry, 
said Mr. Lewis had the post. • 
In an open letter addre.ssed to 
Premier W. A. C.- Bennett, Mr. 
Dohm said that in the first place 
the appointment of Stanley G* 
Remnant as sienior commission 
counsel was a "farcical’’ one 
cause Mrf Ramhant is a coiin^ 
cemrt 'prosecutor beta and there- 
^Jiimtnedtat^-;iScp!»^ 
to Mr.'Bonneri
This had been denied earlier 
by Mr. Justice Sloan," who said 
, . . , 1 ihe obtained Mr. Remnant’a re-
mondng found most residents jjjg county court
w e a ^  shovelmg walks and roofs 30 it could not be said he
By^the foUowmg day a Chinook connected with, the attorney- 
h&d amved, and not, M iTflce o*|general*s department, 
snow remained. | Mr. Dohm asked, in the face of
denials that Mr. I^wis had been 
appointed junior coupsel, "why 
was he working on the Sloan 
Commission?"
He then added: “ 'jVhy all this 
frantic and tremendous effort on 
the part of. Mr. Bonner to- have 
only persons friendly to Mr. Bon­
ner as commission coimsel?"
Mr. Bonner replied in an inter­
view that Mr. Dohm "greatly 
mistakes the character of thd 
TAvrnn p r  Chief, Justice of British ColumbiaT^LOR,_ B.C. (CP). 77 .The Justice Sloan) when he sug- 
j '^ 8hway opened to traf- Qjigj justice would
fî c after Canadian ArmyL^][ fur an instant any inter- 
Engineers complete a,.w^enUgfguup ijy.juygeui or anyone else 
span and paved, the Pacific Great in his inquiry '
Eastern Railway bridge near Mr. Justice Sloan refused to 
here. They wiU replace the Peace comment on Mr. Dohm’s letter. 
River bridge which coUapsed Oct. Saturday he was quoted as say- 
18- ing: "It doesn’t make any differ-
The army’s temporary bridge cnee who appoints counsel, 1 was 
across the Pine River, which caught- off base in saying Mr, 
lows between the PGE and the|l,evd8 had the Job." 
eace River bridges, will , con­
nect the Alaska Highway- with 
the PGE.
The ̂  most serious tieup since 
thq bridge coUapsed occurred 
when the ferry at Clayhurst, 30 
miles I downstream from here, ^
ceased operations Friday because Damage close to $500 in the ag- 
of‘ice. . • - \ ) gregate was caused to two cars
A seven-mile detour has . been when they coUlded at a Highway 
built near the southern end of W crossing in Westbank early 
the shattered bridge to link up Saturday evening. Nobody was 
with the new span. A two-mUe hurt*
road was constructed to connect RCMP said the auto of Engel- 
with the PGE bridge. wasrahklng a left
' turn off Highway 97 onto the Casa 
Loma road when .it coUided with 
an auto prccccding towards the 
ferry and driven by , WilUam 
Qcorge Henry Cook of Kelowna. 
There were unidentified passen­
gers in both cars, acccording to 
poUce.
I











PENTICTON, B.C. (CP)—Two 
men suffered nothing but a chilly 
din. Saturday when the rear tire 
of their I half-ton pickUp truck 
blew out add the truck skidded 
over a bank into Okanagan 
Lake.
Neither driver Richard Alex­
ander of Summerland nor hlS
Kssenger, Garence Swanson of mticton, were injured but the 
truck was extensively damaged.
IMPAIRED DRIVINO 
Fine of 8100 plus I5.SQ costs 
was imposed by Stipendiary Mag­
istrate Donald White In district
KUce court this morning oh Her- rt Gustave Iscrt, Kelowna,, af­
ter he pleaded guilty to a chorge 
of driving while his ability was 
Impaired by alcohol. Ho was 
stopped by RCMP at Winfcld.
33 O K A N A G A N  STORES CRITICIZED
AAOH Raps Food Handling
In a survey made some time 
ago In the South Okanagan Health 
Unit, it was found that 33 preih-4 private quarten 
isea In which food 14 handled in 
retail stores, there were no fae-:
IliUes for washing hands^
"The danger of contamination 
of fbodstutfa auch as sliced cotdt- 
ed meats, unwrapped bread, fruit, 
etc., Is selt-evldenV' according to 
Dr. D. A. Clarke, director of SO 
HU, in releasing the findings of 
thh fnrvsjr, ' '
Ih all. 14S premises went Itk̂  
spected In the South Okanagan 
'gnd' OMms<v
had washing faculties In the stOre 
and'29 had washing faciliUcs in 
i  ters adloining the 
storie.
It was learned that , one emplo­
yee freely admitted, serving gaso­
line and going back Into the store 
to slice some cooked ham with­
out doing anything more than
wiping her hands on a dirty cloth. 
• It was also learned that two 
the stores that have no washing
tadUUes;nwre ‘ constniced last 
year. Dr. GArke fbuad It luail to 
believe that such premises would
faciUtIcs when “most premises 
can obtain water easily and in 
many instances are located on 
domestic water' lines or near 
Welia with pumping stations."
Dr. Garfce said only recom­
mendation can be made by him­
self, because at the iwesent time 
"there are no provincial or fed­
eral regulations to control" such 
situation ’ '% i">' • , * * ‘ if
Publiq oplniaQ cotiM alsa pres­
sure these, food outteta Into mo* 
washing fadllUea, and ua*
N EW  U N ITED  CHURCH CONSTRUCTION PROGRESSES
Progress is. being made on 
the Mission Road United 
Church. The visitation program 
which stkrted t̂hree weeks ago, 
i f  an effort 'for advancement
of stewardship on behalf of the 
new United Church is progress­
ing favorably; Some 1,100 visi­
tations have been made with 
about 300 more to go and two
weeks left in the drive. So far 
about $120,000 on pledges and 
cash donations have been qpl- 
lected. The church is expected 
to be completed by Easter.
D U M P IN G  A C TIO N  SO U G H T
OTTAWA (CP)-A full review 
of Canada’s tariffs was asked of 
the government today by .the Ca­
nadian Chamber o f  Commerce, 
representing 125,000 businessmen.
The chamber, in its annual sub- 
mission'to the cabinet, said tar­
iff legislation should' be' adjusted 
to "meet -the demand of Canada’s 
dynamic; economy.”
Some parts of the Canadian 
econqmy. are seriously affected 
by competition from- foreign 
sources, ^ e  chamber said. These 
problems could be alleviated by: 
1. Exercising closer control 
over the way' foreign goods are 




2. Strengthening regulations other ministers by a delegation
against "dumping’’—sending pro­
ducts, into Canada at less ttan 
their normal price In the country 
in which they are produced,
3. Prompt investigation of re­
ports of imports suspected of 
evading dumping duties. ?
The chamber said in .its brief 
that these steps could be .taken 
without Canada deviating from 
any existing agreements.
PYBUS HEEADS GROUP
About 40 policy declarations— 
previously adopted at the annual 
convention of the businessmen’s 
association—were placed ' before 
Prime Minister Diefenbaker and
Pineau Offers Tunisia Arm s; 
Flies To U .S . For Dulles Talk
NEW YORK (AP) — Foreign 
Minister Christian Pineau of 
France said today, France is will­
ing to deliver .arms to Tunisia if 
that country accepts "no arms 
from the East or Egypt."
He made the'comment upon ar­
rival by plane from Paris for talks 
with State . Secretary Dulles. 
France has protested recent ship­
ment of. arms to Tunisia by the 
United States,and Britain.
Pineau sai^ the. only benefit 
gained by the West from the 
arms ishipment was delivery of 
supplies "a few hours or days" 
before Egypt made similar deliv­
eries to its North'African neigh­
bor.
If British • American arms 
should fall into the hands of Al­
gerian rebels opposing French 
forces, Pineau added; public
opinion in France would react 
"very strongly." ■
Soviet spokesmen have assured 
him, Pineau declared, theft Rus­
sia never intended any arms 
shipment, and the Tunisian gov­
ernment 'has informed him it 
would not accept military sup­




Two Summerland men riding In 
a car that overturned along High­
way 97 in Westbank Friday night, 
appeared in district police court 
Saturday on drinking chorges.
Paul Seigrist BoRon was charg­
ed with dri'ving while his ability 
was impaired by alcohol and Nels 
Wendel Johnston was charged 
with being intoxicated In a public 
plnco (on the highway).
Both pleaded guilty, Bolton was 
fined $125 and $4.50 costs and 
Johnston assessed a fine of $10, 
plus $150.
Stipendiary Magistrate Donald 
White ordered Bolton’s driver’a 
licence suspended for 30 days.
Pearson To Speak
■ VANoiuVEil (CP) — former 
external affairs minister Lester 
B. Pearson has accepted an In-
yUaUoit.to address Ihe'yancouvrr
Lack Of Support
headed by Chamber President 
Ralph Pybus of Vancouver
The :chamber 'said the. cidreni; 
level of : government spending 
calls for personal and corporation 
income tax rates that are too 
high, for.; a developing country.
The burden of taxation should 
be reduced by curtailing or elim­
inating government functions 
"which can . reasonably be dis­
pensed ŵlth.".
The chamber asked that .the 
federal government arrange an 
early conference of federal, pro­
vincial and, municipal officials for 
"a more just and practicable dis­
tribution of the tax revenue and 
responsibility, among these three 
levels of government.!’’ ■
A/fcderai-provincial fiscal con­
ference on tax-sharing is to open 
here Nov. 25.
The chamber gave Implied sup­
port to the government’s view 
that the current ' of Canadian 
trade should be shifted to some 
extent from the United States to 
the United Kingdom. It men­
tioned what it Ascribed as the 
desirability of attracting a larger 
volume of United, Kingdom in 
vestment. . ,
It asked that the. facilities of 
the. government's industrial de 
vclopment bank be'''extended to 
embrace the tourist Industry.
Dissolution ô  ,the Kelowna Community Chest may bo 
imminent. :
D ^ tors, in assessing the results of the 1957 chest drive, 
are seriously considering dissolving the plan whereby a united 
appeal for funds is made on behalf of 15 participating agencies* 
Lack of public support, is the reason.
It appears quite obvious," said 
Dr. D. Northrup, campaign chair­
man, late ^ a y ,  "that the public 
is not sup^rting the Communi^
Giest. Figures show that less 
thkn half of the wage-earners 
have conttibqted and of tiiese,
903 contributed less than $2."
Directors felt that with 15 worth­
while agencies to be helped out, 
there should have been much 
more support from tiie public as 
a whole and donations should 
have been higher, fh>m' those who 
■could afford it.
TOO MANY APPEALS 
■ Directors also feel, according to 
Dr. Northrup thai. there are too 
many agencies making. appeal 
that are outside-of the Commun­
ity Chest.
In a sense, then, the chest is 
not fulfilling its purpose of ob­
viating a number of appeals for 
charitable help during the year 
and consolidating them under one 
plan—the (Community Chest.
Two: alternatives are seen by 
the directors:
1. Do away 'with a chest type 
of appeal i altogether and let, all 
the agencies make their: own iu- 
^vidual appeals;, dr 
* 2. Refqrm the Ciommunity Chest 
as. a more expansive united ap­
peal, taking .in the ethen-Bgenctqs. 
such as the Red. Cross, Cancer 
Society, Polio Fund, and others.
FUSION UNLIKELY 
But there appears little' likeli­
hood of these other agencies 
joining in, particularly the Rec 
Cross Society, which all across 
the country has its own nationa 
policy.
Another alternative, of course; 
would be-to continue as at the 
present time. But such a course 
appears to be out - of the. ques 
See COMMUNITY CHEST P. 10
CANADIAN-OW NED NEW SPAPER 
WINS UNITED KINGDOM  PRIZE
LONDON (CP)—The Scotsman, which streamlined 
its-typography and layout last spring, has won a “highly 
commended" award in the annual newspaper design com­
petition sponsored by the trade journal, Printing World.
The Scotsman, owned by Canadian publisher; Roy 
Thomson, is the first Scottish newspaper to win an award 
since the competition was inaugurated four years ago,
Major pwards went to two London Sunday papers. 
The Observer and The Sunday Times. ' .
BULLETIN
SCOUT s p e a k e r
C!entral Okanagan Scout lead­
ers attending the annual, gen­
eral meeting , in Kelowna Wed* 
.nesday will be addressed by 
Les ,Way, past president of tho 
J1.C. Provincial Council of tho 
'Boy Stout. Association. Topic 
will be "Scouting—Yesterday, 
Today and Tomorrow.”
OTTAWA (CP) — Extension 
of Rt. Hon. 'Vincent Massey’s 
term In office as Governor- 
General for another year was 
announced today In the Com­




Members of Kelowna-Gyro club 
will take to the airwaves Satur* 
day for their annual radio auc* 
tion. ' ,  ' '
Proceeds will go towards malhK 
tenance an d  development of 
Boyce-Gyro Park in the south end 
of the city.
Every year, churches and other 
organizations take advantage of 
facilities to hold picnics and other 
events, and thousands of tourists 
are attracted to the woU-cared 
for beach.
During the coining year, Gyros 
plan to complete: leveling of the 
playground area. '
UNPREC ED ENTED  AC TION
Lawyer Shakes 
Supreme Court
OTTAWA (CP) — Mr. Justide 
Charles Locke, in a scene un­
precedented in tho' Supreme 
Court of Canada, withdrew from 
the bench today after Tcronto 
lawyer Lewis Duncan made a 
motion for him' to bo. excluded 
from an appeal.
Mr. Duncan, whose motion took 
not only the benph but bin law 
associate, Toronto lawyer Walter 
Willlston, by surprise, rose as the 
case involving a wiU was called,
Giving no reasons for asking 
Mr. Justice Locke to ' withdraw 
from the case he said only that 
ill his appreciation of the admin­
istration of Jastico It/would not 
bo, served by Mr, Justice Locke 
Sitting on the case.
wife, who married him eight 
months before his death in 1955.
Miss Lahay says she was prom- 
sed the doctor’s entire $39,000' 
estate, Mr. Justice W. F. Spence 
n> thc trial division had awarded 
ler $18,150 of the estate.
The five judges; obviously shak- 
Bee LAWYER SHAKES Pare 10
The appeal is by Misk Katlilccn 
Lahay of Orillia, Ont ', against a 
decision by the appeal division of 
the Supreme Court of .Ontario
denying her damaged for breach 
of contract arising from tho will 
of Dr. William Eli Brown of 
Orillia.
Tho defendant Is Mrs. May 
Adelcne Brown, tho tloctor’a third




f S B I i
U .S . JE T  T A N K ER  $ET$ RECORD
Shown in the air is the U.iS. 
air force's KG13S Boeing jet 
tanker, which set a new world 
jnecotri for non-stop, no-refiiel- 
. tog Jet lUght o( 6,350 miles, The
Slan  ̂ flew K ^  Westover,aIr »rce. basc,:''llas$;;' ''to.Bue)to«’ 
AIrcs, Argentina, in 13 hours 
and , two- mindtes; averaging 
490 mhas an hour. A mi" 
ver'sloh of tho comimefc''
liner now bring tram, tko jpHano
was comlmiodM '1^:flri).' :Chr- 
;tls' t ,  'lUiWtty, ■ pdr ,Bm;«o'chjef 
of; |ttafL:'A'>'«!*«.'‘of; 16' was 
.aboard* ‘ ' *’
\
PLAINl l̂ELD, lyis. (AP) -  Tn- 
vestigators hove discovered tho 
remoins of four women in tho 
home of a gO-year-old farmer 
who was taken Into custoiry Sat­
urday night after a business wo­
man was found butchered at his 
Cecluded homo.. District Attoraejr 
Earl KUeen'soid "it api^ars to 
be cannibalism."
tsivr enforcement officials, sifti 
Ing through the l^scre'form - 
stead of Ed Qcln, refused to fur*' 
nlsh any details of tlie iovesUga- 
tion conducted by dozens nf city, 
county and state officers.'
But this community was full of 
nimor of how Uio bedroom of 
Grin, a foochelor and sometimes 
baby-sitter, was decorated with' 
furniture upholatered in human 
skin.
The Waushara CSounty district 
attorney said five, mom human 
lieada bava.bsen found in an iso­
lated farm near Plainfield, raising 
to 10 the number of cadavers dis­
covered 80 for In the house where ; 
ihe mUd-maaaered handy.mRO, 
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Government Generosity Is < 
Out O f Taxpayers' Pockets
speaking in the House of Commons a 
few days ago, M. J. Coldwell, leader of the 
CCF party, stressed the fact that it was 
lu^sary for Canada to have a healthy eco> 
nomy to carry its load of social legislation. 
Since the party headed by Mr. Coldwell is 
continually pressing for more and more soc­
ial welfare legblation of a cosdy nature, it 
is gratifying to note that he appreciates this 
: political truth. A realthy economy must come 
first before benefits can be distributed to any ■ 
* group or class of people.
But that was not all Mr. Coldwell said. 
He uttered another truth which is too often 
disregarded by those who would make. rtiids 
on the public treasury, including his own . 
party. He said: “You never get something 
for nothing. It’s got to b̂  paid for.”
We wish this statement could be em-. 
phasized over and over again by men, in 
pubUc life, including the leaders of all the 
political parties. In making their promises
to the electors, they try to make it appear 
jLhat if they are placed in power, the people 
will be the beneficiaries of their generosity. 
Nothing of that kind ever happens. The peo­
ple may be the beneficiaries of the generosity 
of the government, but at one and the same 
time they are victims of the promises made 
by politicians in order to win favor with the 
electorate. • . '
It must always be borne in mind that 
the government never gives away anything 
which it has not first received from the tax­
payers of the country. On the one hand, the 
government may be generous in many ways, 
but its generosity is only m a^ possible at 
the expense of aU of the citizens of Onada 
who have to pay the bills. And they alone 
do the paying—not the government.
Mr. Coldwell did well to bring out diat 
truth on the floor of the House of ^mmonis 
.Perhaps it will be borne in mind the next 
time political parties appeal to the people on 
the basis of grandiloquent promises.
Crime Figures Interesting
An answer to those who argue against 
immigration on the grounds of the increase 
in Canada’s crime rate, has been given in a 
paper on the criminality among the foreign- 
bom in Canada by the Canadian Citizen­
ship Branch.
The answer, backed by statistics, is an 
overwhelming denial of the argument that 
foreign-bom Canadians are inaeasing the 
crime incidence in this country.
Basing its report on criminality among 
the foreign-bora supplied by the Judicial 
section Health and Welfare Division, Do­
minion Bureau of Statistics, the citizenship 
branch found that the native-born popula­
tion in Canada has a higher rate of crimin­
ality than do foreign-bora. Similar experi­
ences were also found in the United States 
and in Australia, in respect to immigrant
griminality Both countries report that the 
foreign-born crime rates have been consider­
ably lower than those of the native popu 
lation.
The citizenship branch notes the fact 
“that immigrants here for a longer'period 
have a higher incidence of crime may be 
the result of less thorough screening in pre 
war years. On the other hand it may be that 
older residents are beriming to resemble 
native Canadians even in so far as the latter 
group’s higher crime rate is concerned. This 
is likely to be particularly true of persons 
who came to Canada as children.’̂
Those last two sentences, in our opinion 
are an indictment'of all Canadians and shouU 
serve to quench further argument to the 
effect that “these people are a major crime 
source.”
Dish Towels
According to a news item, more and 
mon̂  .rain in ^  nation' are becoming kit­
chen helpers; One of the ebuntrymah’s incon- ̂  
sequential polls reveals that well over . 50 
percent of the heads of households now do 
some form of housework bn a regular basis. 
A majority of men prefer to wash and, or, 
wipe dishes. Many men who handle both the 
washing and wiping, also wash off the stove 
and polish the kitchen counters; '
The countryman, in return for the work 
his helpmate does in keeping the farm’s 
account books, does the washing and wip­
ing of the food utensUs. It is very discon­
certing to a man trying to do a conscientious 
job to have.his better half run a finger around 
a dish edge after he has washed and wiped 
it. There is very little to be said in rebuttal 
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1» YEARS AfH> I
November, IMT |
More than two inches oJ snow 
I fell during the night. Dave Chap- 
I man. local meteorologist report­
ed. It was the first snow of the 
season, although some has JTallen 
during the past two weeks on the 
upper levels surrounding the dty.
The Boyce property on Bernard 
venue between St Paul and 
hrtram Streets has been told 
) several local businessmen for 
ound $20,000 it'was revealed, 
'he pre^rty was purchased out* 
'*ht by the Kelowna Investment 
'•n"nnv. a subsidiary of \VhllUa 
'nd Gaddes, real, estate agents, 
nd it was reoorted all the lots 
ere sold within 48 hours after 




Efforts to form a Kelowna ho^ 
Key team are being made by Har- 
I (Id Jedmson, well known local 
sportsman, and Ed. Neff, who was 
n star in Calgary some years 
I back. It is some years since Kel 
owna has had a strong hockey 
club, because ot<the general lack 
of Ice. Plans are being fbrmjflat- 
cd In en endeavor to transform 




From ' information received
from the city and district medi­
cal authorities. It seems safe to 
state that, the Kelowna district 
has a clean bill of health, and 
that the epidemic of infantile 
Iicralysis appears over. No new 
eases of thO dread disease have 
been discovered durng the past 
week. .
40 TEARS AGO 
NoveMher. >917
Owing to the death of Aid. H. 
H. BlllUe and the tesignaUon of 
Aid. C. R. Rofenon pn acewmt 
of his departure for the Old 
Country. It became necessary to 
fill the vacancies,, as Aid. Buck 
was unable to attend coundl 
meetings.because of illness, and. 
In the event of one of the remain­
ing aldermen being unablo to at­
tend, It would be Impossible to 
'ecure a quorum. Nomination da.v 
therefore,, was set by the ewincil 
for Monday, Nov. U. with noil, If 




The Kelowtm Fundture Co. are 
now installed in their fine new 
concrete building on Bernard 
Avenue. The projectors will have 
n ^ t  9,000 square feet of floor 
space, practicallv a fireproof 
buildings uobn which they" will 
oay alx>«t the lowest fire msur- 
ance in town, and are to bd con­
gratulated oh the |y»ses.sion of 
such commodious and suitable 
premises.
RUSSIAN R O U L E U E
> S V
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M A R S H A L SO K O LO VS K Y FOLLOW S ZH U K O V CHURCH STEEPLE CHANGES
holds it up to the ligiht and displays dark 
blotches and stains.
.* Even the best of dishwashers is going 
to miss something once in a while. Further­
more, certain utensils take a (Uhbolical de­
light in getting a man into trouble. Muffin 
tins, for example, are exceptionally treacher­
ous, and many a man has b^n betrayed by 
a bit of egg yolk that welded itself firmly to 
a saucer.
. Most of a man’s dish troubles can be 
overcome by using a dark blue or dark brown 
dish towel. One Can bear on hard as he dries. 
While removing surplus moisture he can, 
at the same time, remove any undiscovered 
bits of food. AU of us are seeking peace of 
mind these high-tension, taut dayŝ  and men 
who dry dishes will harvest a deep sense of 
psychological security it they use a dark 
colored instead of white dish towel.,
Another Soviet ' war hero, 
Marshal Vassily D. Sokolovsky, 
chief of the Red Army staff 
and close friend of ousted Mar­
shal 23iukov, appears due<fbr“
emotion in the Red hierarchy. 
Not only have Zhukov and Sok­
olovsky been criticized by Gomn • 
munist - party chiefs;- but - their 
oVnf -'military associates have '
added their voices to the crit­
icism. Left to right: Nikita 
Khrushchev,' Marshal I. Zhuk­
ov,, Gen. Twining and Marshal 
>: l̂rotovsky.. v - ... v .i..
O T T A W A  REPORT
By PATRICK NICHOLSON
(Specially Writteii for The , 
Kelowna Courier)
OTTAWA—The minority posi­
tion of the new Con.ser7ative 
government was expected to 
' cause n very high level of attend 
ance in the House of Commons 
this session. This would have 
been welcomed as un improve­
ment on the long days of the 
enormous and invincible Liberal 
stenm-roUer. when Liberal? ab-. 
sented themselves because their 
votes were unnecessary and op­
position MPs absented themselves 
necause they know that their 
vote could neVer unseat the gov 
eminent. '
But although the OpporlUon 
portlcs cquW outvote the Con­
servatives nt will this session 
attendance has quickly dropped 
off after the, first flush of excite­
ment of the now pntllomer.t.
In the first vote on the Throne 
speech debate, only 156 of the 
265 members were present. Six 
of these were lute arrivals; earl­
ier that same day I made o count 
of heads during question period 
and found only 150 MPs in their 
places.
Two scats were vacant at that 
time..“I4tlte Panda” Simmons ol 
the Yukon had vOcated his scat 
on account of irregillnrlUcs at the 
)X)lls, and Hon; Sidney Smith, the 
newvOmscrvntivo firelgn secre­
tory.' had not yet taken hi* seat 
a b se n t e e  BUlC
Of tlie 110 Conservative mem 
b*!rs, M were in ParUamunt and 
S7 wero absent. Many of these 
were away on parliamentary 
business, For example, John-Pal- 
tett was leading the Caitadlan 
delegation in th« NATO poflla 
mentary conference In Paris; 
••Murph’* Murphy was on Wu way 
to the Commonwealth parliomen 
tarv meeting in India; Hon. W 
Brmane was representing the 
government In the Far 12sst 
I VfalUa Nesbllt was In the Cana- 
I (ilan delegation at the Uhitod Na> 
Bon*. '
Of tho JG7 mcuibrrs
Cttly 39 were in the House, The
other 68 Liberals were scattered 
to their" points of duty or to their 
homes, the latter mostly in Que- 
Ijec province. Of the 65 Liberal 
MPs returned from Quebec con 
stitucncies, no less than 51 had 
absented themselves from parlia­
ment. A few' of these, like Charlie 
Cannon, were away on official 
missions.
The CQF shoWed a bettcr^rcc- 
ord, with only, five of Its 25 MPs 
obseht. And the Social Credit wa? 
missing only three of its 19 mem 
bers. Both Independents wore In 
parliament.
The absenteeism was naturally 
largely among members from 
Central Cnnatla. It Is less easy 
or Marltlmer* and Westerners 
;o slip home for a few days npw, 
and agate’ during the session 
Tho big Vxodus is seen on the 
trains which leave Ottawa for 
points in Quebec and South-west­
ern Ontario around 4 o'clock on 
lYlday afternoons. A few MPs 
with somcs spare cash pay for 
tickets to travel by air, but most 
use the free rail pa,ssc8.
WHAT QUEBEC SHARES,
On Ihl* particulor day, the 75 
MPs returned from constituencies 
In Quebec were represented by 
a paltry ?l In parllamcnti '  tit not 
many day* earlier wo had hod re-
Iucsts from otie,. normally silent loebcc , Liberal that Quebec 
should be given more representa­
tion in the cabinet.
Ontario showed up a llttlflA bet­
ter, with M absentees opt of 
total renresentaiop of ,85 mem 
■bers, British Colnmbl.'i had only 
two ab?entae*:' AH)«rta four; 
Saskatehewah throe; Newteund 
tend threO; Nova Scotia one 
New BninawIcH fiVo: ,nnd Prince 
FBwnrd Isterxl showodiup bndlv 
with three of its four MPs absent. 
In this lost case, t.t In some 
other*, then* was yoed, Jmilficn 
lion tor the MPa absence; v’lsher- 
le* Mtelrler Angus MncLean was 
ntlendiny a Remembrnneo Dnv 
wTvIre In N.jw Brunswick, end 
Mr, John A. Macdonald,was doihg 
th« seme thine nt Souris.
Periian* oarMye ênt should'1sl», 
for UtADtr hours than its psm \
25 hour week, then its work coiild 
be compressed Into fewer weeks 
each session.-- Perhaps parlla-; 
ment’s'work could be speeded dp 
by the Speaker enforcing the rule 
against the reading of speeches, 
because many MPs Would take 
up less time if they were com­
pelled to orate instead of read, 
Whatever the remedy might be, 
omething should be done to en­
sure that the burgesses elected 
and paid to transact the nation’s 
business are all in Ottawa to do 
it and at the same time. v
Larceny Trial 
O f Dave Beck 
Gets Underway
SEATTLE (AP) — The state 
began presenting its- case m the 
gi'and larceny trial of Dave Beck 
Jr. after a jury of nine, men and 
three women had been selected.
Beck, son of the retiring presi­
dent of ̂ the International Team­
sters Union, is charged with mis­
appropriating funds from the sale 
of two union-owned automobiles.
Beck’s father faces similar 
charges and is schediiled to go on 
trial Dec. 2.
fll
W . R . Raikes Will 
Address Local 
Canadian Club
Speaking to Canadian Club 
’Thursday, November 21, will be 
W. R. KnIkes, termer assistant 
rcnerni manager of the province 
of B.(?. for the Bank of Montreal.
Mr. Raikes’ topic will be, "My 
’Trip to Germany—1956’’, a jour­
ney he took aa a member of the 
Vancouver Board 6f Ti'ade.
Mr. Raikes, whose home since 
lis retirement Is at Okanagan 
Mission, fa well known as an en 
tertainlng after-dinner speaker.,
The dinner and meeting will be 
held at 6:30 at the Aquatic.
LETTERS T O  EDJTOR
Mike R^ps Gov't 
Reaction To UK 
Free Tiraije Differ
CHARLOTTETOWN (CP) | -  
Lester B. Pearson, termer Cwm- 
dian externol . affairs minister 
and winner of the- 1N17 Nobel 
peace prize, has criticized the 
federal goverameiit's reaction to 
n British offer of free  ̂trade.
Mr. Pearson sSiid that the 
Progressive Conservative admin­
istration ’responded to a British 
proposal to lower tariff barriers 
between .Canada and. the United 
Kingdom with “shock; consterna­
tion and silence,'!
BuiunNG reactor ; 
CANBERRA (Ueutars) -  Aus 
tiatla expects to have her first 
nucl«sr reactor operating by 
Match, 1958. Senator William 
Sttooner, national development 
b1 minister told the Senate.
TRIBUTE TO NURSE EDGELL
Editor, Kelowna Courier. >
Dear. Sir:
May I congratulate you and 
personally thank you for the ex­
cellent little resume of the life 
of the late Nurse Edgell in your 
November 15 Issue.
It recalled many episodes which 
occurred between her and the 
patients she so tenderly cared 
for during a period of almost forty 
years in Kelowna and Kelowna 
district, in which often she would 
nurse a case, knowing they would 
not, be able to remimerato her 
fully for her service, yet she 
would often during her service 
quietly supply to the home some 
little gift she had noticed was 
needed.
, When she stopped nursing about 
ten years ago she took in two 
little girls and a boy who wero 
mcntally .retarded, each of whom 
progressed and improved con­
siderably under her personal In­
dividual attention and teaching. 
She thus continued her nursing 
at home and so lived a contented 
hrinpy life.
She has been one of the jewels 
of our community' fdr the past 
69 years, beloved by all. Mpst of 
us are the -better for her life 
nmo^wt UR. and we will miss 







On behalf of the ptesident, the 
executive, and the m ŝnibers of 
the Canadian Legion. Bronch 26. 
Kelowna; 1 wish to thank you 
and your staff for the; wonderful 
support given us in cmr recent 
poppy campaign, '
The pictures and write-ups were 
Instrumental in helping us not pn- 
ty reach our objective but pass 
it with a very nice increase.
May I also thonk ond congrotu- 
lute you on tho coverage given the 






LIB ER AL REHIRED
Fired from his job as main­
tenance worker at the Brant 
ford, Ont. post office, Ambrose 
Trumah found support in the 
Canadian Legion. He believes 
he was fired because he drove 
a cm* for the Liberal candidate 
In the June 10 election. When 
Jack Wratten, Progressive Con­
servative MP, was told that 
Truman was a veteran with 
the support of the Legion, lYu- 
mni* was rehlred.
Typical of the trend toward 
the unusual in church .'arch­
itecture' throughout the West Is 
the Dreifaltigkeitskirche (Holy 
I. Trinity church),. which has 
just been completed in Ham­
burg. The steeple, built In the
form of an elongated “A,** 
stands apart.from the church 
proper and Is connected to the 
main ^building by a colonnade. 
;The oval nave rises like the 
prow of * sldp in centre. /
s i
BIBLE TH O U G H T
Watch ye, stand fast in the 
faith, quit you like men, be 
strong. 1 Cor. 16; 13.
Paul’s letters were like trum 
pot calls. He built and trained 
ils conyerta like Christian sold­
iers wlio conquered Europe and 
put to flight the beostly immor­
ality of a heathen world.
Musk-oxen are only a remnant 
of the herds of early hlsiory. 
They are rigidly protected 
Federal law.
Tho Great Fire of London in 
1666 destroyed toore thon 13,000 
tomes among other buildings.
TH E D A ILY  COURIER
R. P, MacLean, Publlsltor
Published every n/tornoon ex 
cept Sundays and holidays nt 402 
Doyle Avo„ Kelowno, B,C, by 
The Kelowna Courier Limited.
. Members Audit Bureau of Cl^ 
cuIatloDS, 1
. Member of Tho Canadian Press.
The .Canadian Press is exclu­
sively entitled to the use for re- 
publication of all news (jlespatdhcs 
credited to It or toUia Associated 
Press or Reuters In this raj 
end also the local hews ptibllsf 
trerein. AU rights of republica 
tion of special dispatches herein 
ai« also reserved.
Subscrlntton rates—jrarrier de­
livery, city and disinct TCr per 
week, carrier boy collecting every 
2 weeks. Suburban aieas, where 
carrier or- delivery service 
maintained, rates a* above,
By msll. (n B.C.. 86.00 ner 
year; 884JO for 6 montb*; .♦J.OI 
for 3 months. Outside B.C, and 
U.8.A,, 115.09 |>er year; single 
copy sales price,* S centa.
£ o o ^0 o (W !
C C M
M A T C H E D
S K A T I N G
S E T S  ;
C.O.M. Matched Skatina 
Self—Canada’s llnast 
— are avaltibl* at your 
C.O.M. deatera from 
$7.05.
From the youngsters 
their first thrilling moments ot 
fun on the backysed rink to the 
worlds' top performers on i«v 
CCM. Matehed 5ets ohs dm over­
whelming favorites.
From the raimr'V'f^ pre-teited 
steel skates to the find leathen of 
the sturdy, perfectly moulded 
shoes, (he quality of CCM. 
Matched Sets is obvious. This 
quality it os csientisi to safety ss 
it it to effortlfst performance. It’s 
the quality that bulldi confidence 
and increases enjoyment. There’s 
a lot more pleasure in store for 
. you when you ask for everyhody’s 
favorites-— CCM, MatcliM Scul 
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Rummage Sale 
On November 23
Win fie ld ' -  winfieM united
C3iurch Women's M$ocUtion will 
hold,a rummage sale Saturday 
November 23 in the First United 
Church hall in Kelowna. > 
Plans tor the sale were final­
ized at a meeting of file associa­
tion last week at the home of 
Mrs. Charles Christian.
Other business Included plans 
to serve refreshments at the an­
nual meeting and 2Sth anniver­
sary of the Winfield and Okan­
agan Center Local of the British 
Columbia Fruit Growers Asso­
ciation. ■ .  ‘ I
The next meeting of the wom­
en’s group will take the form of 
a Christmas party.
FIA M IN G  LOOKOUT 
FIER Y W ATCHDOG
LANSING. Mieh. (AP) — 
Forrest Bums has assumed 
his duties as a forest fire 
lexikout at the state conser­
vation department's Bib Bay 
fire tower in Maniuette county.
. r * - - . i i j * -  ̂ ,
AS A U T U M N  LEA V ES  F A IL  .  .
Beauty can be found even 
with «the lack of leaves and 
summer greenery. Bare bran­
ches and stately pines form
the frame and background of 
this picture taken at file golf 
course pond. Photographer Irv­
ing Gorby waited some 20
minutes for the water to be­
come still enough to render a 
perfect reflection. Backlighting 
was used in this photograph
giving a dramatic silhouette 
effect to the immediate fore­
ground.
TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS FOR QUICK RESULTS
Held By Rutland AOTS
RUTLAND — The monthly 
lupper meeting of the Rutland 
A.O.T.S. club was held in the
i -  .
STILT W ALK ER
Pete McDonald took the high 
road from New York to I/)s 
Angeles—a distance of . 3,200 
miles, on 2G-inch stilts.' He 
crossed the continent in four 
months and a day, and collect­
ed three bunions and $1,500 
from a stilt manufacturer'for 
the stunt. McDonald’s motive 
was a fast buck to save his 
restaurant business in Phoenix, 
Ariz. Would ho do it again? 
"Not on your life," ho told 
newsmen ns ho limped nwny.
United ..Church basement ^dl. 
An excellent supper was served 
by the ladles of the "Square 
Circle’’. This was followed by 
community singing led by Kelly 
Slater.
The business meeting, presided 
over by Bob Fit^aMck,' dealt 
with a number of matters, most 
important being arrangement for 
a wood-cutting bee to look after 
the church wood supply.
Guest speaker for tbe evening 
was Max Turner, of Kebwna, 
who operates a travel agency. 
A native of New'Zealand, 
Turner had followed that same 
line of business in the Antipodes, 
and later in Vancouver,; before 
coming to the Orchard City.
He explained that Services 
rendered by a travel agency, 
which could include all the ar 
raihgements for a toiir of-almost 
any part of the world. The 
agency operates without charge 
to the traveller, the remuneta- 
tion coming from the railways, 
air lines, hotels, etc., supplyhig 
the transportation and accommo­
dation. Mr. 'Tumeris talk prove«il 
interesting, and he followed it 
with the showing of four excel­
lent films, the first a trip by 
Quantas air liner from Sydney to 
London, via India, Egypt and 
Rome; the second was a Hawai­
ian film; the third a film depict­
ing the cultivation of pearls in 
Japan, and the last a Mexican 
travel film.
A meeting of the Court-ofHon- 
or of the Rutland Boy Scout lead­
ers was held at the home of 
Patrol Leader Jim Gray on 
Thursday evening. The boys 
made plans for a collection of 
toys, as a Christmas “good turn'" 
and will be establishing a col­
lection depot, and arranging for 
colleetlon of toys in the district, 
The plans for a "Parents Night’ 
to be held on the last meeting 
night of the year; with demon­
strations by the Scouts, presenta­
tion of badges, films and re­
freshments. '
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Spenst are 
visiting relatives in Callfomia at 
this time. ' ' ;
Mr. and Mrs. C. (BiUard arc 
visiting in Penticton this week 
end. I
UBC RECEIVES GRANT 
VANCOUVER (CP) -  A $50,- 
OOO grant to the University of 
B.C. has been made by the B.C, 
Association of Real Ecstate 
Boards, Dean E. D. MaePhee, 
head of the UBC Commerce Fac­
ulty, said Friday.
•n̂ e grant will provide $10,000 
annually for five years to estab­
lish a chair in real estate at the 
university.
P A R A M O U N T
PHONE
3 1 1 1
^O icaaD iM nuA i
_  I R b I b n  
G O M M M I D B I B I I I S
Evening Pcrloimance 7:30 |i.nt.t Sal. Mat. 2:00 p.m. 
Doom Open 45 Minutes before starting time.
Tickets on. Sale Daiiy* 10:00 a.m. -  12:30 noon 
Also 45 ininutM before starting time.
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RUTLAND -  The Rutland High 
School auditorium was filled to 
papadty for a very fhie variety 
show, staged on Wednesday even­
ing for the -benefit of the school 
"Annual Qub", publishers of the 
school paper. \
T. S. Cowan acted as chairman 
and Kept the audience in good 
humor throughout with his com­
ments and jokes. The program 
was not simply a presentation 
by pupils of the Rutland school, 
but includes items supplied by 
Kelowna pupils and by members 
o f. the < Mary Pratten school of 
dancing and others. Including 
some adults. •'
Following is the full program: 
Mark Rose Stage Orchestra, and 
the Kelowna High School Major­
ettes; vocal solo, Mildred Wig­
gins; Rythm Dances, Mary Prat- 
ten school; Kathleen Day, piano­
forte solo; John Sedlack, accord­
ion solo: Laurie Shelby, vocal 
solo; “ Riding School Dance' 
Mary Pratten dancers; "German 
Band", group from! R.H.S. band; 
Scottish Sword dances with bag- 
p i p e accompaniment. Robbie 
Preston. Rickey Preston and Ken 
Miller; Modern Music Groups, 
Rutland H.S. band and vocal 
group; Mrs. Stowe, vocal solo; 
dances by Mary Pratten school; 
Pianoforte, -m o d e r n  popular 
music, Maurice Lehner; German 
Folk Songs, by Bsa and Helga 
Reese: Ballet dances, "Russian 
Dance" and “ Harlequinade”, 
Mary Pratten dancers; Vocal 
solo, Janet Jardinc.
RUTLAND — The centennial 
committee has purchased a cabin 
from the Sunny Beach Resort, to 
be used as a caretakers cabin, 
and will be moving it to the park 
shortly. The Okanagan Building 
Movers have undertaken to move 
the building firee of charge,, as 
their contribution to the centen­
nial. The cost of the. building 
was only $100, and the committee 
plans to add a kitchen and bath­
room. Work is going ahead with 
the building and repair of the 
park fences at this time.
RUTLAND — The McLean and 
Fiszpatrick packing house has 
closed down their packing opera- 
tios for the season. The firm 
operated two graders and full 
dajr and night crews right up 
until the close of the season. The 
local K. G.* E. branch is sUll 
operating their day  ̂crew, and 
expect to operate until December.
TOUGH PLANT
Algae, a primitive water-grow­
ing plant, is found in ice and snow 
above the Arctic Circle.
OBEY DOCTORS
Sufferers from some heart dis­
eases may live almost normal 
lives by following medical instruc­
tions.
THE DAILY COURIER 
Alon. Nav. 1$. 1187
COAST PROVINCE
British Columbia, third largest 
province after Quebec and On­




Nine Kelowna Y-Teeners ftonv 
Kelowna, and their sponsor. Miss 
C^ble, a\icndcd the Y-Teen 
conference in Penticton lait
Urcck.
More than sixty-five delegates 
were present representing clubs 
from Kamloops. North Kam­
loops,' Kimberly, and Keremeos 
as well as Kelowna and Pentic­
ton. ' ■ ■
On the agenda were workslKmis, 
"huddle" groups, ' buzz, ses­
sions’’, songfests and skits.
Miss Mavis Thurlby. extension 
secretary for the Y.W.C.A. ad­
dressed the gathering on the- 
theme, "How High the ’Y'’,
Delegates enjoyed "a turkey 
dinner served on board the "Sc- 
amous", followed by a basketball 
game and dance.
Board of School Trustees
SCHOOL DISTRICT No. 23




is rapidly filling up, and there if still room for a few 
more applications. , '
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 20th at 7:30 p.m. at KELOWNA 
HIGH SCHOOL, HARVEY AVE. Lecture, subject: 
“Fear, What and Why It Is, and It’s Cure”
You are invited to come along on Wednesday and see and 
hear what goes on.
Adnii-Eventnr....... . gtJtS Chlldita-Anyfime.........
B i g  — Everything about this glamourous new 
Dodge says here’s the BIG new car in the low-price 
field for ’58! Outside, from dashing front to flash­
ing fins, you’ll thrill to its big-car beauty! Inside, 
you’ll find new luxury and ’’living” room to spare, 
with rich, new fabrics and new <x>lour harmony.
B o l d  —You’ll find Dodge T o ta ip n -A IR E  
Ride the most revolutionary of all suspension 
systems. New 1958 Dodge , engines include the 
most powfflrM V-8’s yet, as well as a great fuel- 
thrifty Six. Ultramodern push-button Torque-Flite 
drive proves a perfect getaway partner, tool
Beautiful —This year Dodge brings you 
a bright hew f^ iio n  show on wheels r-fresh-M  
of styling advances that are a dream away for 
ordinary carsl New ‘’safety-mate” dual headlamps 
on every modell New glamour grille with a 
' ‘go-ahead” look! New dashing colour sweep!
...and bw-priced, tool Come jn l
G et your fjrs t look a t the m ost stunning 
quality-ongineered car that ever stirred up excite­
ment on a showroom floor I Then take a  ieound 
look at tliat low price tag! You’ll bo quick m  
agree—Dodge offers you the best value in its field!
Stunning now tw t^ n e  swoop accents tho new brand of 
bomity you find in Dodge for 10681 New twin-pyramid tnil  ̂
liffhtslend another touch of distinotlon. Push-button Torque* 
Flite puts new driving fun ond ease at your finger tipi
now on display-see it, drive it today!
1 I K , -I
Y o u 'r e  a lw e y a  a  a to p  a h e a d  In  oat'a  a tT h O  P on srard  L o o k CHRYOI-BR CORPORATION OP CANADA, UMITBO
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W O RLD  NEWS BRIEFS
lO C A llY -M A D E  PIE FILLIN G
Locally-made pie filling can 
bis seen being capped in the 
above photo. The product con­
tains fruit, sugar, flavoring, 
and thickening, r̂ nd Is ready to
pop into a pie. B.C. Fruit Pro­
cessors will produce over 50 
carloads of this product made 
from the famous McIntosh 
apple. In addition, apricot.
peach, plum and cherry and 
loganberry pie fillings are pro­
duced.
(Courier Staff Photo)
Book On Early Da/s O f Winfield 
O f Interest To Valley People
By RUBY GREEN
WINFIELD — Did you know 
that Wood Lake was once known 
as Felme-Wash or that the In­
dians called Winfield K’Ukokum, 
meaning "the open flat”? I didn't 
until I read a book on the "Early 
Uaya of Winfield”, Just published 
and sponsored by the Winfield 
Women’s Institute as their cen­
tennial project.
Mrs. W; R. Powley, who did 
all the compiling and writing of 
the book also dedgned the cover. 
She has been a resident of Win- 
Reld since 1912, and is a charter 
member of the Women’s Insti 
tute. :■ .
It is a v e ^  interesting book and 
one l-'^ni 'suii  ̂ allv present "and 
former residents of Winfield ' will 
want to own. Itetarts off byide-! 
scribing the; area  ̂known as Win­
field and proceeds to tell of Indian 
life prior to the coming: of the 
white man. It states that the first 
written record of . a .wMte man 
passing through was in the year 
1811.
And;did you know that in 1856 
Father Pandosy, Father Richard 
with Brother Sorel had their'first 
camp lat the south end of Duck 
Lake? ~  then called .Schoocum 
meaning "shallow water”.
The book goes on to. tbll who 
were the first settlers: who had 
the first cattle, who bought the 
first farm implements', where the 
first store was located, the first 
businesses, . how mail came 
through, when the first post office 
was opened, the first school built
and the pupils and teachers who 
attended it, and tells of more 
settlers moving in, planting orch­
ards,' and later opening a pack­
inghouse.
Descendants of some of the< 
pioneers mentioned, and many of 
the “later settlers” are. still liv­
ing in the district.
Also included are photographs
depicting some of the old time 
settlers and scenes.
In fact, it is a book anyone hav­
ing any connection with Winfield 
will want to own.
Anyone wishihg further infor­
mation can contact either Mrs. 
M. Teal, Mrs. W. R. Powley of 
Mrs. T. D. 0. Duggan, RR 1, 
Winfield,
TUIEFS SPmALTT
BIEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — Al­
fred wrlow. 25.' was arrested 
aiHi charged with burglary after 
police said he admitted robbing 
two churches here and more than 
100 others in Mississippi, Ala­
bama and Texas.
SET ELECTION D.%TE 
BUENOS AIRES (AP) -  Pres­
ident Pedro Aramburu's military 
government issued a decree to­
day formally calling for a gen­
eral election next Feb. 25. A total 
of 466 presidential electors to be 
chosen at that time will name 
the new-president and vice pres­
ident March 31.
NEW RUSSIAN TRAIN
LONDON (Reuters) —  Russia 
has tested a new type of air-con­
ditioned train capabbic of speeds 
up to 110 miles an hour, Moscow 
radio said today.'
COST LESS THAN A-BOMB
MOSCOW (Reuters) — Soviet 
Finance Minister Arseny Zverev, 
asked whether the first Russian 
earth satellite cost as much as 
America’s first atom bomb—$2,- 
000,000,000—replied: "No, a great 
deal less.” Zverev, talking with 
correspondents at a Bulgarian 
reception, added: "I would have 
protested if it had cost that 
much.)’
BIG CHANGE IN YEAR 
WELUNGTON (Reuters) -  
New Zealand had a trade deficit 
of £14,200,000 in the fiscal year 
ended Oct. 31, compared with a 
surplus of £4,600,000 the preced­
ing year, it was announced to­
day.
THIEVES ROB ACTRESS
NEW YORK (AP)^tage and 
screen actress Anne Baxter has 
reported the theft of 510,000 
worth of jewelry and clothing 
from her Upper East Side apart­
ment.
BOY 10. ADMITS ARSON 
CHICAGO (AP — A 10-year-old 
boy, who told police he wants to 
be a fireman when he grows up, 
has admitted, police said, setting 
40 to 50 fires in the last 18 
months. Police estimated that 
damage caused by the fires the 
boy admitted setting amounted to 
at least $250,000. One fire caused 
the death of Mrs. Anna Kessie, 
70.
Boat Diviskm of General Dynam­
ics Corp. at Groton, and respon­
sible for the design not only of 
the Nautilus but of her sister- 
atomic submarines Seawolf and 
Skate.
LEGISLATURES IN CEYLON 
COLOMb O, Ceylon (Reuters)— 
A 56-member Commonwealth 
parliamentary group will arrive 
here Nov. 19 for a five-day visit, 
it was anncHinced. Delegates will 
be from Canada and 14 other 
commonwealth countries.
RUSS WAR ON DRUNKS
LONDON (Reuters) — Moscow 
Communists . have "declared 
war” on hooligans, drunkards 
and youthful delinquents,-Moscow 
Radio said. The broadcast said 
"youth teams” have been set up 
in an effort to reform the hooli- 
gans.’Those who do not behave 
"will be publicly exposed and 
ridiculed in the local piess.’
SIGHT FLYING CIGAR
JAKARTA, Indonesia (Reuters) 
Farmers in two areas of Indone­
sian Borneo have seen a "flying 
cigar” streaking through the sky, 
reports from Tarakan, East Bor­
neo. sid. The farmers said they 
saw smoke coming from door- 
like holes in the'object.
BEAT SUEZ PACE
PARIS ((Reuters) — A news 
caster on France’s state radio 
said British planes arrived in 
Tunesia with arms "much more 
speedily” than they got to Suez 
for the Anglo-French attack last 
year.
, ■■«*' r;.' ... • . ■ .s • ; ■  ̂ -.‘-I - c- -
Reid Marshal Montgomei^, Last 
O f Allied Commanders, Retires
By GODFREY ANDERSON I Powers in Europe used the occas- 
PARIS (AP) — Field Marshal ion x>t Montgomery’s 7(Kh blrUi- 
Viscount Montgomery.'last of the day to make the announcement, 
top allied commanders of the See- He. will be released from duty at 
(Hui World War still on acUvelhis ,own request Sept. 20, 1958. 
duty, will retire as deputy allied Gen. Lauris Norstad. supreme 
commander in Europe next Sep- commander of the Atlantic Al- 
tember. liance, issued a statement saying
Supreme Headquarters AlUed|he accepted the decision of his
first deputy "with the utmost re­
gret."
"Hla tremendous prestige;and 
military wisdom," said Norstad, 
"have made the greatest conlri 
bution, first to the'planning and 
then to the buildup of military 
forces In Europe. He will be sore­




’Thirty, five members---4nciuding j E®®NHO^ER ASSOCIATE 
most of the otflcers-of the Father 1. Montgomery, . beret • wearing
C A N A D IA N  G LA N C ES
NEW COURSE
ST. JOHN’S, Nfld. (CP)-Sculp- 
tertegia being taught for the first 
time ‘ at Ih'e'’̂ Nowfoundland ' Acad­
emy of Arts by Hans Melis, a 
graduate of Ibe Hague, Holland.
FAITHFUL GROUP
ST. JOHN’S, Nfld, (CP)—The 
Church Lads’ Bridgade in New­
foundland has just celebrated its 
CSth anniversary. It was feunded 
one year after the movement 
started in England.
RESTRICTED ENTRY
HALIFAX-(CP)-A short story 
contest with -a first prize of .5100 
was. announced by the Nova 
Scotia Tuberculosis Association, 
open to present or former tuber­
culosis patients.
TAKES NO CHANGES
GUELPH, Out. (CP)"Tt’s al­
ways the, ‘unloaded’~Tgun that 
causes the trouble,” said Magis
V A '
, oiusiDa vxtcoox>
mevBuis A ptFFicuur  ̂
- SOOURM0 JOS AUO Akro 
KSEPS SMSMi OR SACOJ 
FROM TASOMS UKS GMf 
■ AT eBSARFACr NeXT PAY,
irate Stewart Mitchell as he ask­
ed the crown attorney to "lay that 
pistol down.” The .court official 
had t'Mifceci "im'
.exhibit in a case in court.
7 BUM’S Roost
WOODSTOCK, Oht. (CP)-Ex- 
pansion of clerical offices at city 
hall includes teansformlng a 
small dank room  ̂at the rear of 
the building  ̂ Told it was being 
used by about 600 transients an­
nually, council suggested other 
arrangements might be made for 
homeless visitors.
QUICK RESI.LTS 
OWEN SOUND, Ont. (CP) 
Robert Lediiigham, 2’, left home 
early on ppe^ng-day of the deer 
season and one ■ hour and two 
shots later he killed a three-year- 
pld buck deer. - "There wasn’t 
htuch -sport,” he complained.'
QUEER BIRD
.FORT WILLIAM, Ont. (CP) -  
A partridge shot on a hunting trip 
by Carl Kolonsky and Arthur 
Godfrey of Marathon, Ont., had 
three sets of wings. .Beslde$ .the 
lormal wings, there Was a pair 
.bout 2Mi Inches long and another 
pair about four Inches long.
CARR/A1U9BOO ' RussaRCvMetrr mo!  ̂
coRDHa rmaa m w«t 
ywAmeit: if ic uietu-y 
kAMMAakB
Al401V(ER u se  FORAkUMiMO/A
' Item: A (tooAD six-mch 'piece ^eeouicxky
CMAPePShbACORlCAt. 
PRlRKIH«aP foa A ORIRk 
o n u s  ikAiuTga CUP 
CAf( eedS8P oven amp 
OVER ACAIM
A lARCt PitCeOF OkORUMCiiaiMsni 
1UM Wik •W-
V
eUGRV MOMTCR SMOUkO _
IS §E«TMOTTOME<3L§« 
eVGN A WMOR ACClMMT. BORMt IP NEOkECtlGOl
gASu-y decoMB imfectep 
OJTPOORSJJI
m m VsHi
A W A ITS  SENTENCE
' ‘ 7-,
Col. Rudolf Ivanovich Abel, 
called Moscow’s top spy in th,e 
U.S.. leaves fedcrar cdurt'in 
Brooklyn. N.Y., after he was. 
found guilty bn three counts of 
espionage: He could be sen­
tenced to. dentil, Abel, 55, a 
Soviet citizen, showed no emo­




ers)—A local family has taken 
out a $11,200 insurance against 
its home being hit by an earth 
satellite, it was disclosed. Lloyds 
issued the Sputnik coverage.
TO TRY NEW FAIR
MELBOURNE (AP) — Mel 
bourne announced It'will hold an 
international trade fair in 1959 
-the first since 1888. That fair 
was . an awful flop,' and it has 
taken, almost .71 :yeSrs‘ for Mel­
bourne busteBsSMen m  pluck up 
enough epurage bo another,
RIGHT—BUT DEAD
KINGSTON, Jamaica (AP) -  
God would strike 'me down dead 
It I am not telling the truth,” 
testified Maimasah Thomas, a 
54-year-old matressmaker on 
trial in Kingston circuit court on 
a charge of counterfeiting. Two 
hours later, after being convicted, 
Thomas collapsed and died.
ARAMBURU RIDES JET
BUENOS AIRES (AP.) -  Presi­
dent Pedro Aramburu, 54, rode a 
U.S. jet at a speed faster thap 
sound and it niade him slightly 
sick.
TO TELEVISE QUEEN 
LONDON (Reuters) — Films of 
the. Queen’s Christmas Day 
broadcast — being^telfivised this 
year 16r the first timer-will be 
floWn toV Canada ahd/.Australia 
shortly ' after : the fclecast, the 
BBC announced. The Queen will 
make the broadcast, from her 
home at Sandrjnghtiih, in Nor­
folk, where the Royal Family 
spends the Christmas  ̂holidays.
CONCRETE BURIES DRIVER
WALNUT CREEK, Calif. (AP) 
Philfb Batis, 30 backed his truck 
on; to a cmvert ,to load some 
scaffol/iing. , !rhe 'newty poured 
concrete , strucllure' collhpscd. Ba- 
tis; was killed—buried Under 100 
tons of debris. Six workers es­
caped with'mln(>r* injuries.
NAUTILUS CREATOR DIES
NEW HAVEN,- Conn. (A P)- 
Johfi 'M- Burnhanv. 40, designer 
of submarines. Including the nu- 
clear-powerqd Nautilus, died in 
hospital of pneumonia. He was 




(Courier’s Vernon Bureau) 
VERNON — Driver of the car 
that left the road at the Lookout 
a lew miles south of Vernon on 
the weekend, was reported to be 
just "very shaken up,” by RCMP, 
There was no immediate' ex­
planation for the accident. The 
vehicle apparently just "missed 
the curve!’, and ended up at the 
bottom of a 10-fo«Tt ditcli. ’The 
automobile was a total wreck.
In another local accident, a 
power pole was sheared off, In 
the. 3500 block Barnard. The 
vehicle involved was a truĉ c. The 
driver of the truck will appear 
in police court to face a charge.
PendoriCouncll, Knight of Col-herb'bf North Africa, where he 
umbus, were in Revelstoke Sun- stopped the German tide sweep- 
day to initiate 26- new candidates ing toward Egypt, was a close as- 
in the order, as members of the sociate of Gen. Dwight D. Elsen 
Kelowna Council. No. 2558 hower.
All the new caniVJates, with Montgomery comma:idcd allied 
tlic exception af ono who resides land forces under Eisenhower in 
in Field, were from Revelrioke. the Normandy invasion of 1944.
This group at Revelstoke will He became Tl^enhower’s depu^ 
spearhead a ^ Ive to form a when SHAPE was set up in 1951 
council there. There aw 19 coun- ahd has held the poslUon since, 
cite in the province at the present Montgomery frequently h a s
u , . 1. reported wanting to quit but
The 26 new inembcrs, who have successive SHAPE commanders;
have asked him to stay. i
caonot retire. They remain 
hst Until death.
*^^6^^*^*^**° ^  Kelowna in two expected for some
Neartv a score of first decree Montgomery might
m e X r s  w K s i d M ^ K S w  70th
and Rutland also will receive the Stuping down,
higher degrees at the same time. I ^  partMoj: Montgo^  ̂ plan-
ity is the training of allied forces 
aim h® ^as on inspection visits 
all around Europe.
Because he has cbnUnued to 
huld an active mUitary post long 
after the other high wartime com­
manders became freed from their 
ebllgstions. Montgomery .never 
has written about his side of the 
war. Now he Is expected to get 
down to work on his memoirs. 
When they are published, he has 
hinted, the fur may fly.
Montgomery was bom in Ire­
land the son of an Anglican vicar. 
“ Monty,” as the troops called 
him, rose to fame in the dark 
days of the war when he took 
over command of the Britisĥ  8th 
Army in the North African de­
sert. He turnM the tide-toward 
allied victory there by defeating 
Field Marshal Rommel and'his 
Afrika Korps.
Sir. Winston CSiurchlU described 
him S3 "a Cromwellian figure, 
tireless, his life given to the study 
of war.” . , 'r
THE DAILY COURIER./ 
Mon. Nov. 18,195t
RODENTS GROUND 
SWEDISH AIR M EN
STOCKHOLM (Reuters)
The search for the saboteurs 
who grounded Sweden’s only 
night fighter squadron by cut­
ting radar cables at the air­
field has been called off.
An expert has proved that 
rats were to blame.
3()0 officers from 
the 15 countries in the alliance 
will be held at SHAPE headquar­
ters, 12 miles west of Paris, to­
night. It originally was in­
tended at a 70th birthday tribute. 
It now may turn into a kind of 
preliminary farewell — held 10 
months ahead of time.
ACTIVE JOB
Despite his age, Montgomery 
remains one of the busiest and 
most-travelled officers at head- 
Iqaarters. His special responsibil-
N O T IC E
To Customers On 
Carrier Routes
For any irregularity in the 










Hospitals In Kelowna, 'Vernon 
and Penticton have appointed T. 
R. Watt, of Management Research 
Western Limited, to act for them 
in wage negotiations' with Local 
180, Hospital Employees Federal 
Union and Local 882, Internation­
al Union of Operating Engineers.
Mr. Watt'has already conduct­
ed negotiations for such hospitals 
as St. Paul’s in Vancouver, North 
Vancouver General, Burnaby 
Hospital, and Royal Columbia and 
St. Mary’s in New Westminster.
A meeting with William Black, 
business agent for Local 180, will 
take place in Vernon, November 
26, at which time negotiations for 
next year's contracts will be 
made. The present contract ex­
pires at the end of the year.
Liz Taylor Hit 
By Appendicitis
HONG KONG (API -  Actress | 
Elizabeth Taylor was stricken 
last week with what doctors call­
ed a slight attack of appendicitis.
Husband Mike Todd said "we 
hope an operation is not neces­
sary.”
Todd and his wife arrived here | 
Tuesday on a world tour.
Announcement
British Pacific Insurance 
Company takes great plea­
sure in announcing the recent 
'appointment of Mr. Dudley 
A. Pritchard as Branch 
Manager of their Interior 
Division with offices in 
Kelowna, B.C.
Mr. Pritchard is well known 
in the South Okanagan 
through his services with the 
Company, and we are con­
fident of his continued suc­
cess in his new capacity.
P E p P lE  D O  
R EA D  S M A U
ADS
DRIVE-IN
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IDUGII OUTLOOK N
MONTREAL (,CP) — A lyhitc 
Christmag and a  long,»qverc win- 
t t r  were predicted by Eric Neal, 
Montreal’s amateur long - range 
.weather forecaster. He esUmat-' 
«d temperatures would,average 
wnne five degrees below last 
Wlaiair.’ ;
; building IAQ 'I ,; /././
. , I^NTBBAL <CP) y  Building
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Pupils O f Dancing School 
Present Outstanding Revue
FUR A N D  FABRIC
Bjr iv y  IIAYOEN
Fantasy, fun and talent com* 
tiacd  made Jean (Fuller) Vipond 
Scbocd of Dancing’s ‘SifUi An* 
nvaL Revws" deligotful entertaio> 
rnent.
The levue was staged Friday 
evening at the Anghcan Parish 
Hall before an appreciative audi* 
ence.
Tiny tots to advanced adult 
students participated, and num* 
hers ranged from delicate ballet 
sequences to a rollicking rock 
and roll finale.
Two themes divided and lent 
scooe to the revue.
The first, “The Cld Woman in 
the Shoe and Her Family” was 
introduced by a group of very 
young balierinas, “Dawn”, fol­
lowed by “Day,” and "Evening” 
represented ny older groups, and 
finally, Linda Thomuson, l.ynne 
Taylor and Sandra Carruthers as 
“Night”, The last grono, all teen­
agers, gave an exccntionally ar­
tistic performance.
Later, the “old” woman, play­
ed by pretty, youthful. Denise 
Porter, is oresented by fairy 
princesses with .n new shoe In 
which to raise her fsrge family.
International dances follow; 
spirite*) “Mexican Clap Daree”, 
a “Highland Medley”, and “Tre- 
r.ak”, a Hussian number, as well
By TBACY ADRIAN
This season the fashions have 
taken great inspiration from 
the styles that were hte vogue 
during the “Roaring Twenties.” 
In some cases we Itave felt that 
the bag look was one which was 
to be deplored. But in many 
other brackets designers have 
given a modern slant to these 
flapper-day fashions and tliey’ve 
turned out to be flattering as
well as chic.
One of the most outstanding 
of these innovations is the coat 
with fur trim, which has not 
been seen for many a season. 
We have always thought that a 
touch of fur does great things 
for its wearer and .so wc wel­
come a coat such as this one. 
It is a wool wrap-around with 
slR hip pockets, cuffed Sleeves 
and a beautiful and luxuiious 
blue fox collar.
as several variety* numbers dis­
playing the talent of some of Mrs. 
Vipond's younger pupils.
Louise Tostenson, M a r in a  
Maundrell and Collen Marshall 
almost stole the show with a song 
and dance number entitled “We 
Have Graduated." “The Bouncy 
Ball” featuring Marie Beardmore. 
Beverly Mills and Marni Jacques 
kept the audience on the edge of 
their seats—the girls tap' danced 
and bounced balls at a fast clip 
and demonstrated coordination 
and a sense of timing possessed 
by very few,
“Baton Rhythmettes”, brought 
the curtain down on the first part 
oJ the revue.
“Minstrel Show” was the theme 
for the second part, and costumes 
and dances were gay and color­
ful, Opening with a livelv chorus 
nccompani^ by Kay Dunaway.
H. Egg. and A. Vipond. this 
nhase cf the revue wa.s no less 
imaginative than the first, and 
had perhaps a little more con­
tinuity.
Hart Egg, as “Mr. Banjo" keot 
toes tanning, and “Mr. Tan Toe’ 
Cary Fortney with girl friend.s 
Vicki Clement. Joan Hodackin- 
'.on. Lvn Dowie and Charlotte 
Ecke. heloed bolster ihd “South-
I. and” spirit .if the production
Pretty Sweaters Need 
Special Care In Washing
assistecl by Dianne Schlosscr. a fects.
highly skilled young dancer.
■nie “Dancing Pals". Wylo 
Wilkinson and Sandra GaUiraith. 
completely captivated the audi­
ence. This number, according to 
many, was one of the most obarm- 
ing in the entire show.
Rodney Burns, was "Just a 
Scamp," but everyone loved him. 
His cute antics came to a stim 
when he threw a . snake at his 
mother . . .  but of course, this 
was aU in fun, as well as being 
in the script. TSito more outstand­
ing numbers followed: “Yankee 
Doodle Dandy*', pcjformed W 
Gail Stewart, and "Trio Rhythm 
Taps", featuring Gerry, .Uaine 
and B<>bl Nalrne.
The finale began with all per­
formers dancing and the steps 
simple and restrained. Then 
nbrupUy, the music switched to 
fast-paced rock and roll music 
and everyone appeared to bo hav­
ing a wonderful time—including 
the audience.
Sponsored by the Anglican 
Drama Club,’ many parties were 
responsible for the success of the 
revue, including Mrs. Dave Mc- 
Keown. costume director; Junior 
and Senior High School “Make 
f.'n” clubs under the direction of 
Mrs. Guy DeHart, who was also 
In charge of special scenery ef-
AA A R Y'H A W O R TH 'S  M AIL
Matron Dissatisfied With Work 
Desires A  More Satisfying Job
DEAR MARY HAWORTH: Can 
you give some advice to wotqgn 
over 35 regarding vocational 
guidance? This may seem a trifle 
late for mending professional 
fences, but I am sure there are 
many women like myself who 
took a Job in family emergency, 
and thus drifted into a line* of 
work that may not be congenial.
Such a start may lead into 
happy circumstances. And in my 
case I am grateful for pleasant 
associates, adequate pay and 
many ether welcome benefits.
However, the work <hat I do is 
against my natural bent; and as 
one of my co-workers has iwinted 
out, you don’t go far in a line of 
work for which you have ho na­
tural enthusiasm.
My boss- suggested *I study at 
night; but I am told that I, am 
“too old’’ for the field in which 
my heart lies; and besides I have 
four children to support—so both 
my time and assets arc very 
limited.
WANTS JOB THAT 
SATISFIES SOUL
Still, because my home respon­
sibilities are so heavy, J need 
more than ever work that is soul 
satisfying. With a future to work 
to w a ^  (other than the immedi­
ate goal of raising the children), 
ot would be easier to fight fatigue, 
laneUne. ŝ, despondency and the 
fear that I might some day be­
come a burden to the children 
when they are starting out in 
their; careers.
I have marveled often at ôur 
sagacity and understanding; and 
now I hope that you can offer 
some solution of my problem. I 
often wonder too it you have 
staff to help you; or w'hethcr you 
handle the work alone.
S.A.
PERSON. NOT JOB 
SUPPLIES INTEREST
: DEAR S.A.: One vf the errors 
of our populace In (Ids country 
a rather scriou.s flaw in our 
evolving character, Is the wide 
jFpread illusion that work, to be 
well and distinctively done 
hence rewarding to the worker- 
iuust bo magnetically interesting 
to the doer. Must -have a swclal 
Chgrm or a,pre8tlgo value per se, 
that automatically compensates 
the worker for being figuratively 
tied to the wheel.
This assumption that one's 
work ought to be nttmeUvu, per 
se. i s  a by-product of laziness;
also a ‘ camouflage of natural 
sloth. It is an excuse for uct do­
ing. with energy and interest, the 
work that circumstances Invite 
us to do, to the best of our ability 
and in accordance with high 
ideals of good workmanship.
Jf we could take a survey of all 
the finest and most progressive 
work that’s been done through 
the ages, I wager we would find 
that most of it has been done by 
persons who had the gumption 
and contilbutiveness to simply 
accept the job at hand, and give 
themselves to it—investing it with 
the “interest" of doing it beau­
tifully—which is tlie spirit that 
pays dividends of soiil satisfac­
tion.
I believe it Ts safe to say that 
advance preparation for a chosen 
vocation is a privilege that com­
paratively few individuals have 




Spealung of the spirit of work­
ers, I aoi reminded of a friend’s 
remark on the subject. As an 
executive in a big business activ- 
itj', he observes that a feeling of 
respect for, or responsibility to- 
v.'ards work seems almost non­
existent in the rank-and-file of to­
day’s employees,. Rather, he says, 
a man’s occupation or his place 
of, Work is approadicd as. a sort 
of social gathering.
There may be a few exceptions, 
he'adds—an occasional hangover 
from the 19th century, he suggests 
(Iryly-^but for the most part, a 
man’s job today is the place 
where he hangs his hat between 
pay day.s.
Nine out of 10 employees con­
gregate on the job to see each 
other; to flock as promtly as pos­
sible to the coffee break and to 
lunch; to discuss the events of 
their personal life since last they 
yakked: and, incidentally, to per­
functorily perform a token 
amount of work In exchange for 
regular wages. That’s his view 
of our labor situation. . ,
; So I ihink the ba.slc answer to 
your quest for vocational guld 
mice is—work wholeheartedly ai; 
whatever you’re doing. Tliis Is 
the .sure formula for finding in­
creasing oppqrtuiUtics.—M.H.
Mary Haworth counsels through 
her column, not by mall or per- 
conal interview. Write her in care 
of The Kelowna Daily Courier.
KEEP IN TRIM
W hy Calorie Charts 
M ay Differ
By IDA JEAN KAIN
Let’s talk about calories. By 
and large, we arc inclined to re­
gard calories as little gremlins 
which in excess turn into double 
chins and a barrel waist. Act­
ually, we do not eat calories—̂ we 
oat foot which releases fuel, the 
amount of which can be measur­
ed in terms of calories. It is when 
our daily food consumption adds 
up to more calories thtui we use 
in energy that the pointer on the 
cales soars.
Of late,-your dietitian has re­
ceived numerous complaints that 
the calories in the various charts 
differ. For example . . .
We are all on diets to reduce. 
Each. one has her own calorie 
chart . . . What bothers us is 
this: The calorie values listed
are not the same lor a given good. 
For instance, one chart has an 
egg valued at 80 calories, anoth­
er 90, and still another, 1()0 calor­
ies. The same goes for a slice of 
bread. The charts even differ on 
^apefruit. Where can one ob­
tain a ‘true’ calorie table?” 
There is a logical-explanation 
and it has to do with the differ 
ences in weights. While one egg 
;s always one egg, they vary 
n size. and. weight. The average 
“large” egg will weigh approxi-r 
mately 60 grams and this size 
furnishes 80 calories. An “extra 
large” egg will, furnish around 90 
calories, or possibly TOO. All cal­
orie charts would conform if the 
weights of all the foods listed 
were identical.
Grapefruit varies in size and 
weighl. A half of a small grape- 
friiit can be counted 50 calories: 
a half medium grapefruit is valu­
ed at 75; and a half of f  large 
grapefruit averages JOO calories.
The number of calories in a 
slice ot bread depends on the 
ingredients in the bread as well 
as the thickness of the slice. The 
best the chart can manage is to 
strike an average. A slice, % of 
an inch thick, furnishes 60 to 65 
calories. Thinly sliced high pro­
tein, low starch bread varies 
from 46 to 48 calories. This dieti­
tian counts a thin slice of bread 
at 50 calories.
Avoiding Angry Scenes 
Over Children's Bedtime
By GARRY CLEVELAND 
MVERR, Ph.D.
n the United States, niost chil­
dren ot tage 6 to 12 have to be 
told each night when to go to 
bed,-They nrv, rarely told Just 
once. Tlrtcy have to be told over 
and over again, Sometimes it 
takes over thirty minutes or an 
hour, even, to get them to start 
to bed.
When children find it more 
painful to stay up than to go to 
bed, they go. But in the mean­
time, a lot of angry words may 
have been exchanged between 
parent and child. iTie alt\|ation 
IS not improved Jf tho parents 
have liad to telephone or go 
searching for the child to get him 
home,
SHARE IRRITATION
The vexation over this eplswlc 
can beemne wor-ie If there are 
gue,Hts or It the children and par­
ents are houso guests in a home, 
In either case, the host nr guests 
must, share some of the irrita 
tlons, '
This problem'didn’t twgin at 6, 
9 or 12. It has been growing for 
yearn and years. " '
O irlously enough .' nearly all
Crents have in mind a tegular illime hour for each or all their 
children. No matier how late it Is 
bcfo're tho yrmni'Mler tinalty,goes 
to bed. “bedtime” Is,,the, hour 
(hey 'ha’veun’ mli>i(l, Tfunii they as'- 
sure themselves and other adults
i,,f
they have-set standards.
WON’T SOLVE FRODLEM 
Getting angry and scolding the 
children is not the way to solve 
the problem,  ̂ >
For parents who have what 
takes to carry through a decisive 
program. I venture to offer the 
following.
Set aside a definite bedtime 
hour for each child, allowing the 
older children to stay up a lltllo* 
later. Explain that this bedtime is 
for a certain period—a year or 
30-many-months, ,
It. Is better to tcU a child in 
September when he Is to go to 
bed next November and January 
or June than to tell him every 
night.
This will eliminate scenes and 
help the child to cultivate sclf- 
teUance and rcsiionslblUty. 
DEFINITE Fbm LTY 
Specify a definite penalty for 
lateness in getting to bed—lights 
out—providing for a leeway, say, 
of 10 or IS minutes.
An effective penally might be 
requiring the offender to stay up 
half an hour for each ol(Jcnse. sit­
ting in a choir unamused where 
he can he seen by a ll It the 
treutment U i«ot effective, repeat 
it literally night after night until 
it is.
HAVE IT CERTAIN
Make , cerfaluty , rather than 
severity your watchvlbfd for such 
puoishmenU.
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A T  PEACHLAND
Miss Louella Enns Guest O f Honor 
Prior To, Marriage On November 23
PEACHLAND — Miss IflueUa 
Enns was the honored guest at 
a surprise shower when about 56 
of her friends gatitered in the 
United Church hall to present her 
with many useful and lovely gifts, 
which were placed in a gift box 
decorated with silver paper and 
red hearts. The hall was decorat­
ed with white streamers, bridal 
bells and silver hearts.
Mrs. Lome' Flemming and 
Marilyn Inglis assisted the bride- 
to-be in opening her gifts. Mrs 
Enns sat beside her daughter.
Hostesses for the evening were 
Mrs. M. Sundstrom, Mrs. W. 
Bradbuyy, Mrs. J, Davies, Mrs. 
A. Coldmam, and Mrs. J. Swartz 
Assisting them in serving were 
Phyllis Champion, Linda Sund­
strom, Karen Cousins, Beverley 
Bradbury, Dana Davies, Sharleen 
Cousins and Pat Clements.
Miss Enns’ marriage .̂ to Mr. 
David Dyck takes place cn. No­
vember 23 at the United Church.
Mrs. Peter Topham has return­
ed from Okanagan Falls w'here 
she spent several days with her 
mother, Mrs, J. Thomas.
Victor Felker, of Sumraerland, 
has been a guest of his uncle and 
aunt, Mr, and Mrs. Art Kopp,
Local patients in the Kelowna 
Hospital are Mrs. Ethel Young 
and Phil Lucier,
Kenneth Calvin Rdse, whose 
death was reported in a Vancou­
ver newspaper last week, was 
one of the survey crew who spent 
the summer in Peachland stop­
ping at the Totem Inn, and mak­
ing many friends in Ihe district
He was killed in a hunting acci
dent near Williams (Lake last 
weekend. He had been employed 
on a survey crew', plotting the 
site of a proposed bridge for the 
Williams Lake district.
CHIEF GUIDE
Lady Baden-Powell has been 
the world leader of the Girl Guide 
movement since 1917.
i n s u r a n c e
Ettsy^tq^read policies 
,„ fa s t  claim payments 
i .. low-pressure selling 
the quality
protection you need at 
Allstate* s money-saving 
low rates!
If  you*vQ been thinking 
that automobile insurance 
is too complicated and too 
egponBivey you’ll be 
interested ia  Allstate.
You’ll see tho dilTcronco 
thd first time you loaf 
through Allstate’s fnew 
Canadian Crusader auto 
policy. Booklet form . . .  
big tyipo , . . illustrations 
that help make meanings
By ELEANOR ROSS
It’s not every woman who’s 
willing to give im her woolen 
sweaters, in favor of those made 
of synthetic fabrics. Most of us 
wear them so much, we actually 
want both wools and synthetics. 
Arid 'with sweaters so popular 
around the clock and around the 
calendar, and available in so 
many types and styles, there's 
room for all varieties.
SHETLAND YARNS 
We note that sweaters of Shet­
land yam are coming over to this 
coun^. In ■ increasing numbers, 
and are, in fact, giving the cash­
mere tjqxi quite a bit of competi 
Uon.
Most significant styling is the 
round-necked,' long-sleeved pull­
over worp with the classic cardi­
gan. This old standby is again 
being mentioned as the smartest 
type of daytime sweater!
We aren't surprised, for it Is 
one style the really smart vroman 
never tires of. We like our novel­
ties, to be sure, but how can you 
get along without at least one 
pullover-and • cardigan sweater 
set? And for suburban dressing 
this twosome is a must. 
SYNTHETIC FIBERS
It’s true, of course, that the 
synthetic fibers have spoiled us 
when it comes to washing our 
sweaters. They wash and dry so 
quickly and no blocking is re­
quired. Yet wool Is simple to 
wash, too, and. actually, block­
ing is no great problem.
AU you have to remember in 
washing wool is that it should 
never ^  put in suds hotter than 
lukewarm and that wool fibers 
absorb more suds than other 
fibers, so more suds are needed 
for wool than for other types of 
knitwear.
SAME TEMPERATURE
Rinse water should be of the 
same temperature as the wash 
water, rince extreme temperature 
changW can cause wool to shrink.
For blocking, a homemade 
cardboard drying frame is as 
good as an^hing. While the 
sweater is brdnd-new, trace its 
outline on cardboard. Then care­
fully cut this drying frame in 
three parts—for the body and two 
sleeves. Just slip the pieces in­
side the sweater while it’s damp 
and you'll have no worries about 
beauty and fit.
Sweater-conscious folks and 
you girls with babies, should be 
interested in a practical device 
for drying wool or other knitwear. 
It’s called a sweater “swing”. 
HELD ON A FRAME
It can be described as pieces 
of strong white canvas held tauti
and fiat on a wooden stretcher 
frame. Strong white tapes with 
plenty of slack go from comer 
to comer. These swings can be 
purchased readymade but' any 
skillful vdo-lt-yourselfcr” could 
probably duplicate the device 
without much trouble.
.After sudsing and rinsing knits 
and woolens the wet garments 
irc placed fiat cm the canvas, the 
apes gathered up in the middle 
)f the swing and tiedaor pinned 
M a line In good weather or to the 
ohower rod in winter. Because air 
can reach the under as well as 
the upper surfaces, the knit 
things dry faster without taking 
up valuable space or leaving 
soggy towels.
The canvass swing cleans easQy 
with a well-sudsed brush.
HANpSOUE G irr ;
ST. JOHN’S. Nfld, (CP> ^  
Memorial University hero, teacAr 
Ing Portuguero for tho firofc ttnuh 
was presented, with 56 boeda writ­
ten m Portuguese as a Rttt al 
the Portuguese navy.- Preifcuita* 
tlcm was made by Cmdri tVa*
varos cte Almeida ot fite hospital 
ship GU Eannes, serving fisraag 
trrwlers pn the Grand Banka.
FRUIT SAUCR
Canned apple sauce is growlag 
in potmlarity and U.S. maaoiae* 




This evening’s seafood d̂ 'mem- 
.stratioa in the junior high school 
.luditonum at 8 p.m. will feature 
preparation of fish-courses suit­
able for family meals
Sponsored by the Keiowna 
branch of the Canadian Consum­
ers' As.soclation, this show will be 
given by home economist Mary 
Smith, who is with the depart­
ment of fisheries.
This demonstration i? free, and 
there will be door prizes, printed 
recipes available, besides vvhich 
tho audience is expected to draw 
for the cooked products.
u u n  ulUB
“Don’t worry. Auntie; Rpota 
knows it’s not a Uro rahhit**
DIFFICULT TONGUE
Schoolchildren in Greenland 
are taught both Danish and 
Grcenlandic, a difficult language 
deriving from the Eskimo tongue.
m m m m m






Eyebrow Pencil ............... 35c
Cream Mascara-............$1.25
These wonderful research de- 
I veloped products are non- • 
I irritating yet romantically ex -1 
citing.
Obtainable Only at
send p h o t o




Dial 3333 for Delivery
I
Bring in your fovorilt mapdiet 
negative and wa'II vie h to print 
your Qiriitraot Cords. Coil? No 
more thon for most ordiMry 
corde. Ordor oor^
R IB EIIN'S 
C AM ER A SHOP
274 Bernard Ave. Fhona BIN 
KELOWNA, B.C.
s l U ^
s ' S >,.•>
V ,v<
A'" ^
f ?  ^
- J r
- > -> v i
dear. You know eiacUy 
what you’re buying.
Ask your nearby Allstate 
Agent to ehow you a 
topy. Have jiim give you 
AUatato’s famous low rates, 
then see for yourself how 
m u^ you may save. Why 
not call him today, and get 
nil the facto about Allstate.
D e s  S h o r th o u s e  
Simpsons-Sears Store
COR. BERNARD AVENUE and BERTRAM STREEt 
Kclowiis, B.C. Phoact 3030} Res.: 7033
___  YouTrN In good handn wMh
it takes a GIANT to keep Canada on the go
There are only 5,500 new car dealers in 
Canada to serve more than 3,5(X),000 car-own- 
Jng people. Yet these comparatively few dealers 
perform a giant selling job in moving more than 
^00,000 new cars a year worth well over . , • 
$1,100,000,000!
There ore 101 dally newspapers In Canoda. 
Every day they roll out more than 4,0(X),000 
copies to do o herculean fob of helping to sell 
Canada's automobiles from COAST to COAST. .
Car dealers and dally newspapers have 
much in common. Both are upstondlng local
citizens vitally interested In local affairs. Bock 
of almost every civic drive you'll find the local 
car dealer supporting it with all his weight. And 
right beside him; with equollv ardent support, 
is hjs doily newspaper.
Cor deolers, like oNmms,  hove learned that 
the doBy newspoper puts pktm y of welglhB be. 
hind on advertiser's sales m in s ^ , too. That's 
why newspapers, each yeor, «o n y  the biggest 
share of oujemotive odesitfsfng. Use this giant 
to put the weight behind your advertising.
Use Newspapers . . .  the A C T IO N  M E D IU M !
Published in Hie interest of more effective fNlveniMtHi bv
The Daily Courier-a ,
‘I '' I l i t
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H O C K EY STANDINGS
By The Canadian Prcaa
P W L T F A Pts 
18 10 5 3 47 38 23 
10 10 4 2 64 37 22 
17 8 8 1 48 47 17 
17 7 7 3 34 38 17 
17 5 10 2 31 52 12 
17 4 10 3 42 54 11
New York 
Mont’l. -  
Boston . .  
Chicago . 
Detroit . .  
Toronto .
COAST DIVISION (WUL)
W L T F A Pts 
1 44 26 21Vancouver 
New West'r
Seattle __
Victoria . . .
Alert net-minding by Kelowna 
Packers Dave Gatherum and hard 
work by the defence quartette 
averted certain disaster In Pen­
ticton on Saturday night, as the 
Vees jumped in a 2 0 lead in the 
fust frame.
Lashed by coach Jack O’Reilly 
during the period litlcrmission, 
the Packers came back a-hcwling, 
and scored seven goals before 
the Vees could make an answer, 
with the final score standing at 
7-S.
Coach O’Reilly struck out at the 
feeling of complacency he attri­
buted to his club, resulting in




PINT-SIZED G LA M O R  GALS
One of the most unsimg sports 
in the city is the figure skating 
group, whose acti^ties cover 
more than 100 children. Each 
year they focus a lot of their 
attention on the annual show.
which is a glamorous presenta­
tion of color and pageantry, 
brought about by many hours of 
hard labor. Above, three of the 
principals from last year’s 
Cinderella theme are seen. Left
to right they are, Moira Mit­
chell (prince); Lorraine Smith 
(Cinderella, a n d  Elizabeth 
Hoover (stepmother).
—Courier staff photo
0 60 58 18 
2 46 37 18
1 36 63 5
PRAIBIE DIVISION (WHL>
0 37 32 16
0 46 46 16
1 42 33 15 














. Jurome Orchards, 3121
their 9<1 waxing at the hands of 
the Vees on Tuesday night.
Coming out strong in the scc- 
c-pd frame, the Packers lied up 
the score, got into two fights, 
end generally raised the roof. In 
the third frame, they got down to 
business and scored five unan­
swered goals, before they let 
down and Harper scored a Vees 
tally with five seco.vbi to go.
Defenceman Harry Smtih, play­
ing with some bad ribs, had a big 
night for himself, scoring a goal, 
assisting on two more, ami get­
ting into a -thumping match with 
Penticton's salty rookie, John 
Utendale.
A1 Schaefer, young Kelowna 
home-brew, sparked the club with 
his stellar playing on the crafty 
line of Moe Young and Ray 
Powell, filling in for veteran Mike 
Durban, out with a io-it injury.
Hay Powell, usually noted more 
for his stellar play-making than
his goal-scoring, picked up two 
markers, aided oy the stellar 
playing of Young on left wing, 
and the flying home-brew on the 
right.
Defenceman Andy McCnllum, 
blocky-Packers rear-guard, drew 
his first blood in the OSHL, on a 
L>eautltul play with Brian Roche 
and Jim Middleton.
V’k o pen  scoring
utendale opened the Vce.s’ scor­
ing on a three-wny play with 
DIachuk and Slater, and Harper 
made it 2-0 at 16:43. while the 
Packers’ defence were pulled to 
the coraer to clear the puck*.
Gatherum was called upon to 
handle 14 shots in h!s end of the 
net, while George Word only had 
to work on three In the Vee.s’ net 
In the second frame, Roche 
opened th  ̂ scoring when ho mov­
ed in on a drop pass Intended 
for coach Hal ’Tarala to Vilear. 
and Smith teamed up witli Roche
B e t t o r s  T a k e
By AL VICKERY. 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
WINNIPEG (CP) — See what 
the boys in the back room will 
have. '
Professional bettors down East, 
■who alfeady have madp the West 
12-to-5 favorites for the Grey Xlup 
may have to revise their odds as 
a result of Winnipeg Blue Bomb­
ers’ 19-7 upset victory Saturday 
night over Edmonton Eskimos in 
the first game of, the Western In­
terprovincial Football Union fin-̂  ̂
al,
Eskimos still aren’t out of the 
running, but the. convincing man­
ner in which Bombers walloped 
them la the. opener of the best- 
of-three western final, may send 
the gamblers scurrying into their 
back rooms to alter their books.
When the eastern bettors laid 
the odds they were figuring the 
Esks as a.iCinch to capture the 
wcsterij title and go on to an 
unprecedented fourth successive 
Grey Cup championship. Tbey 
gave Bombers little chance. 
HAPPir AS UNDERDOGS 
Bombers apparent^' think little 
of odds-miakers. They were 16- 
point underdogs prior to the first 
game and, as tackle Roger Sa­
voie said in the dressing room 
after the rugged contest, “Let’s 
kccp .it that way. Wo like being 
underdogs.’’ ,
However, Esks dropped the 
first game'of the finals to Sask­
atchewan, Roughriders in Regina 
last year ana then slaughtered 
the Riders in two games at Ed­
monton.
Whatever the outcome of the 
second ganje Wednesday night 
8:30 p,m* MST, rookies coach 
Bud Grant of Winnipeg likely has 
convinced any sceptics that he 
rated the new two-year contract 
Bombers gave him prior to the 
semi-final. ,
If Esks come back with a vic­
tory Wednesday, the third game
will be played in Edmonton Sat-| final quarter on a single 
urday night. | field goal.
101-YARD DASH In the Bomber dressing room .XU c! X. the game, Grant called the
Highlight of toe Sat^day mght a ‘‘team efforti” won on
desire and pride,’’
Assistant coach Yfayne-Robin-
match was a 101-yard touchdown 
dash by Bomber fullback Gerry 
James, Behind t h e excellehl 
blocking of his teammateS; the 
WIITJ scoring champion raced 
along the sidelines from bis own 
nine-yard after receiving a kick­
off following Edmonton’s touch­
down. Herb Gray and Nick Miller 
threw key blocks.
The run seemed to lift the 
Bomber team to heights unreach­
ed earlier this season against the 
defending Canadian champions. 
They ̂ k  an 8-7 lead at the half 
and neirer looked back.
James also booted a field goal 
and a single. Halfback Dennis 
Mendlyk took a pass Irom quar­
terback Kenny Ploen for 72 yards 
arid a touchdown. Ploeri con­
verted o n c e , while fullback 
(Charlie Shepard booted tw o  
singles. ■
Fullback Johnny Bright gave 
Esks the lead early in the sec­
ond quarur. He climaxed a drive 
from the Edmonton 48 with a 
typical Bright smash over left 
tackle from 11 yards out, Mobra 
converted and that was aU the 
scoring for the Esks.
PARKER GOES 51 YARDS
James took the Edmonton kick-̂  
off the distance to close the gap 
to one point. Bombers almost let 
Jackie Parker duplicate the per­
formance on their own kickoff af­
ter touchdown. Parker w a s  
stopped by Ron Meadmore at the 
Windpeg 49 after galloping 51 
yards.
Shepard’s two singles put the 
Bombers in front 8-7 before the 
half ended. Mendyk’s over-the- 
shoulder cotch for a touchdown 
and Ploen’s convert gave Winni­
peg a 15-7 margin before James 
added four more points in the
son had praise forithe' Bomber 
line arid , gritty display by the 
linebacks and pass defenders. 
“They were' great,” he said.
Americans 
Friendly, Except On *lce
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Americans are poor guests and 
worse hosts if you toko the word 
of Now Westminster Royals of 
tho Western Hockey Leosue.
Seattle Americans visitra Now 
Westminster Saturday,, stayed 
longer than expected ond took 
with them a 3-2 overtime vtctqiy.
Sunday they treated tho Royals 
to moagrri fare in Scnttlo. win­
ning 5-2 to move into n second- 
place tie with them. Both teams 
are threo points behind the lead 
ing Vnneouver Canucks in jhe 
WHL's Coast division, Victorio 
lost 44 to Vancouver Saturday 
ond trails with five points, 13 out 
of 8c(X)nd spot.
In Calgary Saturday, Saska-
^ 1
p i
M EN'S TU XED O S
FOR RENT
and “They gave it all they had . , . 
Ivy gave full marks to the Win­
nipeg squad.
“'niey deserved to win,” he 
said. “ They outcharged us all 
game. There were no surprises in 
their attack. They just outplayed
us:<
Along with the Eskimo players. 
Ivy, however, indicated things 
would be different in Edmonton.
Ti-Cats Found Hoodlums 
Tougher Than Alouettes
Kelowna’s midget all-star hoc 
key club celebrated their first 
valley league encounter by wax­
ing the Peach City club, 17-3 in 
Penticton Sunday.
The game was scoreless for the 
first 11 minutes until Dale Tell- 
man rapped in an unassisted 
counter, giving the Kelowna club 
a leg up.
Four minutes later Ewing scor­
ed for Penticton, tying up the 
game, but seconds after thatTell- 
man got a helper on Sonny 
Herbst’s counter, and the Kel­
owna club never looked back.
Bruce Kitsch, aided by Gruber 
and Thomas, slapped in the final 
coimter of the period.
NO REPLY
Thomas and Homing added one 
apiece in the second frame, with 
no replies from the southern club, 
In tee third frame, Benoit scor­
ed for Penticton, but Kelowna re­
plied with two in 20 seconds, scor­
ed by Kirschener and Horning.
Ikenouye scored a minute later, 
teen Kelowna’s big guns rapped 
in three within a half minute, by 
Ed Hamanishi, Ikenouye a n d  
Kitsch.
Stiles scored an unassistsed 
goal at 8:20, to wrap up Pentic­
ton’s scoring, and tee roof fell in.
Gruber scored twice, and Gul­
ley, Ed Hamanishi, Herbst and 
Tellman all, added singles to wind 
up tee score on a basketball note,
lin'e -u p  ®
Kelowna — Shussell, -goal; G. 
Boychuk, Loudoun, G r u b e r ,  
T h o m a s. Homing, Kirsebner, 
Tellman,’Herbst, Gulley, Arrance, 
E. Hamanishi, Kitsch, K. Haman­
ishi, Ikenouye.
S p o t f y .
GEORGE INGLIS ~  SPORTS EDITOR
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Sasakamoose deadlocked the 
game with a slash past Gordon 
from the blue line. The play then 
went oVerfime, with bote sides 
playing all out.
Lineups:
Kamloops — goal: Shirley; de­
fence: Sasakamoose. Hinchberg- 
er, Dawes; Forwards: D. War-
^ E M
toon-St. Paul Regnis got top- 
notch goal-tending from Luclcn 
Dcchenc to trip the lasl-p]|occ 
Stampeders 4-2 in the only’Prai­
rie division match.
The victory gave tho Rcgals a 
share of first place with Winnipeg 
Warriors, Edmontop , Flyers arc 
one back and four ohcad of the 
Stamps. ‘
GOALIE ON LOAN
Sn Seattle Sunday, Marcel Pel- ier of Vancouver was in the 
Americans’ goal, Canucks loaned 
iitm to Scnttlc when tho Amcri 
cans’ regular goalie Honk Ba.sscn 
flew homo to Calgary early S»m 
day after learning his parents 
hod been ktlleri in an nutomoblle 
accident Saturday, \
It is expected Don llniuilton 
who began, the season wlUi Vic­
toria ’ but 'gave way to Emite 
Francis, will join Scnttlo until 
Bassen returns.
PcIteUer had only 16 sliots flrc<i 
at him by the jloyala while Dev 
Bcpiley at tlie other end had 42, 
countl^ the fiva that beat him.
Guyltt Flddf)r, last year's top 
Win* tcorer. collected his first 
two goals of tea season. Linemate 
Bay Kinasewieh scored twice ond 
veteran Hudy Filion addcrl tho
M ' , , ' ''I '■
By W. R. WHEATLEY { 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
MONTREAL (CP) — Big Steve 
Oneschuk, placement specialist, 
hoofed f6r ID'Hamilton points 
Saturday and the Tiger-Cats won 
17-10 over Montreal Alouettes in 
game' that left thousands of 
faris both, deflated and dis|3isted.
The letdown was in tee AIs’ 
failure to wIii on their home field 
In tee firsts gaitie of tee total- 
point, two-game Big Four football 
final for the eastern title and a 
bid for tee Grey Cup.
There was disgust, at the sick­
ening exhibition of hoodlums, 
predominantly ’ teen - agers, who 
raced on the field after the game 
and attacked and slugged Ham- 
iltori players.
The beleagueredTlger-Cats, in 
tee centre of a milling 200 or 
more wild-eyed trouble-makers, 
had to fight their way out. There 
were times in tee five-minute up­
roar when the “Kly situation 
might have exploded Into some­
thing far worse. Parallels with 
the early stages of tee 1955 hoc 
key riots at tee Montreal Forum 
were too significant to overlook.
MoDOUGALL STARS
The .Tlcats’ one touchdown ,was 
supplied by Gerry McDougall. 
The Hamilton backfleldcr slipped 
through the Montreal line in tec 
second quarter for a 34-yard 
gallop.
But it was Oneschuk '*ho kick­
ed AIs’ hopes sky-high. Ho booted 
three field goals in four attempts 
and converted McDougall's touch 
down. Cant Fraser lofted a punt 
that went for a Hamilton single.
Bill Bewley kicked a field goal 
for Alouettes ond converted 
touchdown scored by Hal Patter­
son and Bam Etchoverry^s pass.
Rough play cropped up early In 
the game and Ckiokle GllchrlAt of 
the Cats was. ejected for slug­
ging Montreal’s Sam Etcheverry, 
IHs loss didn’t appear to weaken 
Hamilton seriously.
McDougall 'was a consistent 
ground goincr, \incorklng one 
run for 47 yards, while ’Tony Cup- 
cillo took up n lot of the slack 
Iq tho backfield.
Offsides hurt AIs In two in­
stances. Hal Patterson took 
long pass from Etchcevorry in­
side the Hamilton fivc-yord line 
late in tho fotirte quarter but the 
play was wiped -out by an nff- 
sldc, ’The, some iwnnlly , gave 
Fraser a second chance for 
single. On his first effort the bait 
was taken by Dick Brown pn the 
Montreal two-ynrd Ilnri and run 
back to.tlie eight. Given a second 
chance, Fraser made goad with 
more yardage.
PANS COST POINT 
Ala lost a, single point in the 
last few seconds of play. Elch- 
everry, with two mates onside 
hlduKl late tho Hamilton end 
zone. Youngsters came swarm
H O C K EY SCORES
side-tee deadline. The officials 
ruled no single had been scored.
This decision, along with Gil­
christ’s swing-on Etcheverry and 
tee. unmistakeable displeasure of 
tee fans at several rulings by the 
officials, may have set off tee 
blowup at tee end.
The teen-agers, many in leather 
jackets, streaked on tee field.
One young hoodlum snatched 
field judge Norm Maxwell’s cap. 
He went after it and was hit and 
pushed, falling backward into tee 
crowd.
Then four Hamilton players, 
struggling to get through tee Jam 
were singled out for attack, '^ey 
were Jim Hughes, P. W. Under­
wood, Jack Davis and Vince 
Scott. They were mauled, hauled 
and slugged. They swung back 
solidly. Scott waded Into his at­
tackers swinging his helmet right 
and left. •
Tom Hugo .of tee Alouettes got 
Insidq tee milling crowd to give 
lielp. Cooler - headed Montreal 
fans rescued veteran trainer 
Pinky Lewis of Hamilton.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Saturday 
NHL
New York 4, Montreal 2.
Bostori 4, Toronto 2.
Detroit 1, Chicago 0.
WHL
Seattle 3, New Westminster 2. 
Saskatoon 4, Calga^'^2r--^ • 
Vancouver 4, Victoria 3.
SJHL
Saskatoon 3, Melville 7.
Prince Albert 4, Flin Flon 2.
M JHL
Winnipeg Monarchs 3, Brandon 12 
OKANAGAN SENIOR 
Kelowna 7, Penticton 3. 
Kamloops 4, Vernon 5.
WESTERN INTL,
Nelson 5, Trail 3.
Rossland 4, Spokane 3.
'Sunday 
NHL
Montreal 2, New York 4.
Toronto 2, Boston 2.
Chicago 3, Detroit 2.
WHL
New Westminster 2, Seattle 5. 
IHL
Indianapolis 1, -Cincinnati 0. 
WIHL
Spokane 5, Rossland 2.
C a n u c k s
T o  T a k e•
VERNON (CP) — Vernon Ca­
nadians broke their six-game 
losing streak here Saturday 
night, edging the league-leading 
Kannloops Chiefs 5-4 in overtime 
of an Okanagan Senior Hockey 
League game.
Credited with tee life-saving 
goal was Art Davison, who _
snared past ^ e f s  netmlnder Leopold,"®, Warwick, Ev- 
Jim Shirley In 29 seconds of tee Lns, Prince, Hryciuk, Marquess, 
overtime, on an assist from Tom cadman, G. Warwick.
Stecyk. Vernon — goal: Gordon; de-
Kamloops scorers were Bill fence: Stecyk, Lebodia, Laidler, 
Hryciuk, with two, Ron Leopold Durston; forwards: Lowe, Spe- 
and F r ^  Sasakamoose. Besides lay, Trentini, King, Bidoski, Davi- 
Davison, tee Vernon counters son. Agar, Moro, Schmidt, 
came from Jim Moro, with two, I Summary;
Willie Schmidt and Frank King. First period:
Kamloops, bolstered in tee U- KamloopS, Hryciuk (Sasaka- 
forward Ihie by Grant Warwick, rooose) 4:21.  ̂^
playing his second O.S.H.L. game 2; Kamloops, Leopold 11:40 
of the season, garnered -first 2 -Vernon, Moro (Lebodia) 15:21. 
goal of the rough-and-tumble Penalties: Trentini 0:29, Dawes 
game, by Hryciuk on an assist 1:32, Lmdler 2:41, Leopold 19:09. 
from Sasakamoose at 3:01.' ■ Second period . -
Chiefs went two up at 1 1 : 4 0  f ’ ^enibn. Moro (Agar, Laidler) 
when Leopold, unassisted, slam-
S S . P ' u S S i S ,  u S :
goaUe fU Gordon.  ̂ ler 8:58, 17.10. G. Warwick-14:13,
Canucks stalwart Moro re-gasakamoose 17:10, D u r s t o n  
ceived the puck from Ted Le- 17.51, d . Warwick 17:51. 
bodia at 15:21 to put Vernon on ThiM peri(^ 
tee board. , , 6. Vernon, King (Laidler) S!l0.
Moro again rallied in tee se c -7. Kamloops, Hryciuk (Evans, 
ond period, levelling the puclr Hinchberger) 8:44 
past Shirley, on assiste frdm play- 8. Kamloops, Sasakamoose 16:14. 
ing coach George Agar and Bud Penalties: Cadman 0:58, G. 
Laidler. Warwick 4:35, Laidler 5:27, Le-
Playing fast, hockey, Vernon bodia 18:19 
kept up a relentless attack with Overtime period 
Schmidt, careening t  h r 0 u g h 9. Vernon, Davison, 0:29 
Chiefs’ defense to give Vernon Penalties: Laidler 7:33, Cad- 
a 3-2;.Iead at 14:27 on aq assist]man 7:33. 
from King. *
Rumblings of an impending 
Donnybtook between the three 
Warwicks and tee Canucks squad 
broke with three minutes to play, 
when Grant Warwick was smash­
ed on the head by Ted Lebodia 
and drew blood. The Warwicks 
threatened to gang up on the 
Vernon defenceman.
Adroit playing by .King con­
solidated Canucks’ lead at 5:15 
in tee third period on a pass from 
Laidler. Hryciuk broke down tep 
deficit at 8:44 on an assist from 
Evans, and eight minutes later
for tee second mar’«ctr, tying tee 
score.
McCallum came through with 
tec big marker in tee ô ênlng 
minutes of the thli\1 frame, and 
tlu* line of Schaefer. Young and 
Powell went Into .\cUon, picking 
up four goals.
Slopp> back-checking let Har- 
i>cr in during tee closing seconds 
of tee game, while; »'ne crowd of 
1.600 were wending thdr way to 




fence: Smite, Coburn, Lavell, Mc­
Callum: forwards: Powell, Voung, 
l»oche, Kaiser, Middleton, Schaef­
er. Jones, Jablonski.
Penticton — Goal; Wood; de­
fence Tauzln, Tarala, Taggart, 
Conway; forwards; Batligate, 
Wakshlnskl, Diachuk, Peacosh, 










(Kaiser) .....................  9:23
4. Kelowna, Smite
(Roche) .....................  13:58
Penalties: Schaefer (major)
i.35.-Lloyd (major) 5:85, Smith 




f (Roche, Midddetqn) . .  2:31
6. Kelowna, Schaefdr










T r ip le  W i n
Coaches of Kelowna’s* two Sen­
ior ”B” teams aro convinced they 
will have to leave tec confines of 
the Okanagan to come up with 
good opposition. .
This was very apparent on Sat­
urday night when tho ’sonlor wo­
men, Meiklo’s Teddy Dears, 
trounced Salmon A rm  High 
School 304.
Coach Hall, however, stated af­
ter the game Salmon Arm la bet­
ter than six points a game. “Tho 
high school girls froze nt the 
thought of meeting a senior club, 
and when scoring oppprtunlUes 
were there they got buck fever. 
They’ll bo a mucji harder club to 
boot on their homo floor.” 
Vanscantan poced tee Teddy 
Dears with 8 points.
OILERB CONQUER 
Hank Toatenson’s B,A. Oilers 
mode short work of the Penticton 
truckiers in wnlloj)ing them 7040,
F i m i  FOR RANGERS
When Now York Rangers de­
feated Ibronto Maple Leafs, on 
November 6, 4-2, it marked their 
fifth straight game wlUiout A de­
feat. They had fotir wins 'and a 
tie In their fivc-gamo unbeaten 
streak.
Rongers still have a long way 
to go to tie their undefeated 
sir.. Ah set In 1939-40. They wont
TV GUARANTEED
Service Contract
• 825 for 15 months.
• Free 90 day service
• 825 for 12 months If set 
purchased at other dealer.
TELEV IS IO N  CENTRE
AND ArPLI ANCES LID.
CLIFTON
BATH CRYSTALS
Pink LUac, Pina 
40 oz. —- 98e
Apple Blossom and Pina 
' ^ ^ 4 4 b s .  8L49;
Softens and scents tea 
hardest water..
SUPER DRUGS LT D .
«nvhere AU Kelowna Savas**
Orioles Stage 
Annual Meet




David'E. LeBeau, formerly 
with Lipsett Motors, Kelow­
na, wishes to take this 
opportunity of expressing his 
appr^iation to his many 
friends and customers in our 
past relations. A warm 
welcome to drop in and see 
me at Allen’s Super Service 
in Alberni, B.C. goes out to 
one and all. '
Sincerely,
DAVID E. LeBEAU.
19 games that tim e ,. winning 14 
ing 'iV V nd lsra ijbed  tee ball tn - 'an d  tying live.
Although short the services of 
Bill Martino and Bruce Butcher 
tee Oilers made it known they 
were out for a big win right from 
tee start.
Chuck Dean led tee Kelowna 
quintette with 30 points, picking 
up 12 of teem in the first half. 
At the mid-way mark Kelojvna 
led 40-18 and although tee Truck­
ers tried to come back they never 
got within fifteen points of the 
locals. Statistics show the D.A. 
crew hit 40 per f̂ ent {torn teh 
field, and made lO-for-12 oh the 
free-terow line. Penticton hit 0- 
for-13 from tho gift toss.
COME-BACK FIGHT 
The terllUer of the night was 
the come-back fight of tee Kel­
owna Senior C’s, which although 
trailing 12-0 at tiio outset won 
28-20 victory in the dying seconds. 
Tho winning basket was scored! 
with 19 seconds left on the dock, 
Salmon Arm-~-leadIng 18*10 a' 
halftime—-failed to stem tee tide 
111 tee final half as Kelowna out 
scored them 194, Dill Ball led 
tee,attack with 12 points, 10 ol 
them' in the-second half. Doth 
teams were weoh on tee free 
tiirow line, Kelowna hitting noth- 
Ing-foMMiven; and Salmon Arm 
hnir wwww,' ' '-I M. V'/'!«‘V
Tonight A t  8:30 ^
■ I ,The l^elowna Orioles baseball 
club hold their annual meeting to­
night at 8:30' irt tea Memorlol 
Room of the Kelowna ond Dls-I 
tiict Memorlol Arena,
The meeting, whi<̂ h will bo pre-| 
coded by a players’ meeting, will 
have the election of officers at)|
I ho highlight of the agenda.
Bill Robson, last year's presl-l 
dent, hus announced b:s intentions 
of declining to run again, hovingl 
been considered as n candidate!
!or the presidency of the Okana-| 
gnn-Mainllne Baseball Leogue.
Club mrinager for tl:e past two I 
years has been Blair Peters, and 
Honk lostenson has been coach | 
for teot period.
Uridcr Tostonson, the club won] 
the (luesnet Labor Day 'rourna* 
ment last ycor, but were knocked | 
out by Penticton Red Sox in thc|
Komi-flnnls of tho league eham- 
(lionship.
This year, they made a clean] 
sweep of everything in sight, 
tohing the Qucsnel uiurney again, 
ond capturing both the league 
pennant and the championship.
’niis set a record for Oksnegnn- 
Mainline play, the first time a 
club has ever ,won both pennant] 
and dluimpionshlp,
In addition to tee election* gen-
SJniS Thia advertisement ia not published or displayed by the Liquor
PubVe f U &dted* ^....  ^ |  Control Board or by dm Covortunent ol OrjitJrli Columbia
......... ' I ,
m  iim m
1 !!(>% 9'
i i
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ROCKETS TO TOP 
MAwtce
The fdia who wrote There is no one with endurance like 
the man who sells insurance.” was obviously unacquainted with 
athletic coaches. ^
The guy with the furrowed brow, tattered cigar and much 
ttamped>on Stetson who hovers behind or paces in front of the 
bench containing a ton or two of quivering meat is one of the 
most likely candidato for dyspepsia, acid indigestion and chronic 
ulcers in the world, outside of sports writers.
With him, it’s a constant battle to build the type of club 
. he wants to sec out there performing on the ice, the field or 
track. In this battle he usually has to fi^ t with a mess of directors 
with varying degrees of intelligence, tolerance and ability.
Invariably, he has to fight a budget. Very few athletic 
organizations have such an unending supply of wealth that they 
can -go ^head and spend limitless amounts hi the search for 
athletes to fill up their roster. So he must be an economist.
He has to be a master diplomat. Many of his directors may 
be drawn from various walks of life, and in many cases they 
have had little or nothing to do with the sport in question. They 
pre usually starchy enough, however, to take a dim view of it 
if the coach calls them a “dim bulb” or likens them unto a “meat 
head.” In fact, they demand respect from their coach, and 
usually get it in some degree or another. .
He has to be a psychologist. The bitter truth is that an 
athlete can be a star with one club, and a bum with another, 
simply because he doesn’t fit in psychologically. And it is up to 
old Joe Coach to sense the difference, and if at all possible, he 
has to have a go at changing the mental attitude of one or more 
of his charges.
The horrible part of his job, however, is that when he has 
struggled and sweated to get his championship club together, 
maybe even after he has pidted up some battered old trophy 
or another, he has to face the most insidious add crippling enemy 
of all—complacency.
With all due respect to Gilbert and SuUivan, a “coach's life 
is not a happy one.”
SNEAKY SCOURGE
The trouble with this disease of complacency that the coach 
has to contend with is that it is a hard thing to detect for the 
worried mentor, but even harder for the athlete himself.'
It isn’t a functional or organic disease that can be attackec 
with pills or forceps, or even % tearing long strips of flesh out 
of the athlete in between halves or. periods. The ways of com­
placency are more devious, the symptoms thereof are difficult 
to notice, often impossible.
. It becomes evident, however, in the key block missed, the 
body check unthrown, or the winning goal missed by a hair.
Sometimes the coach is the last guy to see it. Sitting there 
on that bench, standing or walking, as his ulcers or general 
debility dictate, he watches, assesses and tabulates'. The only 
trouble is that it takes a while to get home to him that the big 
star who is capable-of carrying his load and another couple of 
guys beside, is delivering about as much as the greenest rookie 
on the squad.
Sometimes, in fact, he receives his first indication that some­
thing is wrong, through the medium of the leather-lunged fan. 
His sensitive ear is ever tuned to the general condition of the 
ever-elusive fan, without whom no athletic contest is complete.
When h6 hears the star of, the club receivmg a hearty Bronx 
cheer or the hoarse exhortations to “get cracldng,” it may be 
his.first warning of trouble ahead.
, Once alerted, however, the coach can sec even more than 
the fan, just how much his starry charge is missing the boat 
His acid-wracked system cringes each time after that, when he 
, secs mute evidence that his charge is failing to deliver the goods 
he is capable of.
Then it’s a cinch—all he has to do is cure him.
IT ’S EVERYWHERE
The disease is more prevalent among athletes than the 
average fan ever dreams of. The coach is more afraid of it than 
he is of beer or blondes. ,
No one is itnmune from it. Guys like Knute Rochne fought 
it by dressing room histrionics that drove it out on a rush of 
wild enthusiasm. Not everyone is that good an actor.
Coach Pop Ivy has fought it successfully so far in his oft- 
times champion Edmonton Eskimos, but he is ever alert to it, 
'If̂ hrough the medium of press and radio, he is warning fans and 
players aliHe not'to under-rate the chances of the Winnipeg 
. Blue Bombers in their western Canada finals against the Esks, 
The Bombers proved the worth of his words in their 19-7 victory 
over the Esks Saturday night.
Grant Wahvick had to fight it in his world-champion Pch 
ticton Vccs, and George Agar found it in his Allan Cup cham­
pion Vernon Canadians.
^  Coach Jack O’Reilly has already'had to contend with it 
m bis paper-champion Packers.
ONCE AROUND THE LOOP
in the first five starts this year, the Packers took on two 
pro clubs in exliibition, then the three league contenders in regU' 
larly scheduled games. They out-shot tĥ em (n every instance, 
back and fore-checked them to a stand still, and scored many 
more goals than any of their opposition clubs,
> f hen came the slump, The elub was touted highly on paper, 
and had shown in actual competition that the advance notices 
were not mere myth. Unconsciously, the traces slackened.
They continued fo slachen to the extent that the club has 
been out-shot in three gimmes recently. They continued until the 
black ruc.sday' when the Packers started off n three-game 
.8cnc.s with the Pcntlctbn Vecs by getting waxed 9-3. Coach Ha 
Inralas hale mob of hustlers did everything but rub their col 
Icctivo noses on the ice.  ̂ ^
*1 hat was the cue for coach .O’Reilly, i and ho respondet 
as only he can, issuing dlrfctives that only a zombie could have 
■ wilh.stood, , ' : . r:,;';;-'
of ‘I'C cffcclivciicss of his cure was evident on Friday 
night,here, when the Ppnticton club were beaten 2-1, and their 
only score was on an unfortunate clearing deflection by one o 
‘ tne racKcrs. i  ̂ ,
lu . Saturday night, wlicn
*’“ck from a first-period, ,2-0 deficit, and hand­
ed the vccs a 7-3 trimming.
____ Let’s hope it‘.s the last cure needed for a while.
- By Alofi Mover
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Sports editor’s note—The Roc­
ket has been dogged by his 
unkindly late again this year. 
After blazing an early-schedule 
trail that seemeti destined to 
put him in line for both the 
scoring schampionship and the
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Lady Byng trophy, he suffered 
a freak accident, cutting his 
Achilles tendon, and is now 
side-lined for most of a month, 
while the point-earners g e t . a 
chance to roll by him.
By MARTY GOODMAN 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
Backed by the superb play of a 
i-ookie goaltender. New York 
Rangers defeated the crippled 
Montreal Canadiens twice during 
the weekend to taka over die Na­
tional Kockey League leadership.
Canadiens, w i t h o u t  peerless 
Uucket Richard and handyman 
winger Donnie Mars.^aU through 
injuries, lost by 4-2 decision.*! and 
now trail the New Yorkers bv one 
pcint but have two games in hand.
It was a weekend of home and 
home series and each split dif­
ferently Boston Bruins beat To­
ronto Maple Leafs 4-2 Saturday 
and the teams tied 2-2 Sunday 
night. Detroit Red Wings beat 
Chicago Black Hawks 1-0 Satur­
day and Hawks came back Sun­
day with a 3-2 victory.
TIED FOR THIRD 
Boston’s thyee points moved 
them into a tie for third with 
Chicago, each with ’7 point.*!, five 
back of Montreal. Detroit broke 
a-tie with Toronto and took pos­
session of fifth place wiih 12 
points, one better than Leafs.
New York’s surprising showing 
came largely on Marcel Faille’s 
goaltending. He was called up 
eight games ago from Providence 
Reds of the American -Hockey 
League to replace the iniured 
Txime iGump) Worsloy and since 
has won the regular job.
Sunday night he made ,several
spectacular saves Li stopping 34 
shots. Saturday he handled 28. 
WENT AHEAD TO STAY 
New York’s Hank Cicslu and 
Montreal's Claude Provost trad­
ed first period goals before Danny 
I«wicki pat Rangers ahead for
fcod. Andy Bathgate and Jack Ivans-both scor^ before Tom 
Johnson counted for Montreal 
with 51 seconds left.
la:afs twice took the lead in 
Boston but each time Bruins ral- 
Ued. ,
Bronco Horvath’s tOlh goal of 
the season late in the second per­
iod gained the split. Rudy Mi- 
gay’s opening goal for Toronto 
was matched by T«airy Regan. 
Bob Pulford put Toronto nhead 
early in the second until Hon’ath 
connected.
ChicDfjo put on a- burst in the 
third period to scow two goals 
nnd gain .s split with I'clroit. 
Each team won on the other’s 
ice. Sunday’s game was (vacefiil 
t*cmparcd to Saturday’s when 108 
minute.i in penalties were banded 
out.
Eric Ne.sterenko put Chicago 
ahead in the first oeriod but De­
troit, rallied in the secoud on 
goals by Gordie Howe and Norm 
UlJman.
Hawks’ third-period burst saw 
Nick Mickoskl score and then de- 
fencemoh Elmer Vgsko scored 
hi.*: first goal of the season for 
the winner.
of Saturday’s games fca 
tuicd ' fights and tienalties, At 
Chicago a last-))eriod brawl in­
volved almost every plaj-er with 
eight drawing misconducts end n 
total of 82 minutes being divided 
squally by the two clubs.
Ullman scored the game’s only 
wl on Ked^clly's rebound. 
FIGHTING flNISll 
At Toronto there were C8 ,oI 
!lie game’s 72 minutes in i>cnal- 
lies in the last 12 minutes of 
play. Eight players got Into one 
nli-out exchange with two re­
ceiving misconducts.
Fleming Mackell, 'Vic Stasiuk, 
Johnny Bucyk and Don McKen- 
ucy scored for Boston. Dick Duff 
and Brian Cullen scored for To­
ronto.
At Montreal, Dave CreigV.ton’.s 
first two goals of the season were 
the Rangers’ margin of victory. 
Camille Henry and Guv Gendron 
were the other New York scor­
ers. Doug Harvey and Jean Be- 
Itveau scored for Montreal.
Action resumes Wednesday 
when Chicago plays at Toronto 
and Detroit is at New York..
NHL LEADERS
Standing: New York, won 10, 
lost 5, 3, points 23.
Points: H. Richard, Montreal, 
24.
Goals: H. Richard, Montreal
12.
Assists: H. Richard, M. Ri­
chard, Moore, MoatrcBl; Bath* 
gate, New Yotk. 12.
Shutouts: Hall. Chicago, 4. 
PcnalUes: Fontlnato. New York, 
50 minutes.
WEEKEND STARS 
Vic Stasiuk of Beston, who 
icured once and assisted on tho 
winning goal as Bruins defeated 
Maple Leafs 4-2 Siiturday night.
Norm UUmnn of Detroit, who 
scored tho only goal as tho Red 
Wings edged Chicago Black 
Hawks 1-0-Saturday. ’
Dave. Creighton, New York for­
ward, whose first iwo goabi of 
the season helped Ranger.*i down 
Montreal Canadiens 4-2 Saturday 
night.
Bronco Horvath of Boston 
Ikuins, whoso lOtli goal of the 
season enabled Boston to tie To­
ronto Maple Leafs ;2-2 Sunday 
night.
Goalie Marcel Paille of New 
York Rangers, who stopped 34 
shots as Rangers downed .Mont­
real Canadiens 4-2 Sunday night. 
The leaders:
G A Pta
H. Richard, M-intreal I'Z 12 24
,M. Richard, Montreal 1112 23
Beliveau, Montreal 8 11 19
Moore. Montreal 7 12 19
Horvath, Boston 10 8 18
Bathgate, N.Y. • 812 18
Mackell, Boston 811 17
HXIIIBITION TILT
PENTICrON (CP) ~  Voncou. 
ver Clover Uafs, with the one- 
»'«>• punch of Ken Larson, 
Herb Olafson and Lome Kolyoak 
nccountlng for 57 |>i)lnl8. ove^
Swewd PenUcten BYclghtwaya -43 In an exhibition basketball 
game here Friday iiigiit. The 
Qover Leafs ahowed auperlor 
shooting ond more experience at 
checking ns they took nn early
{ead and never were in danger ijiixHighout the ronlc.vt.
High scorers for Clover Leafs 
were Mrson. wiib.W.iieinls*, fol.j 
lowdjrl by Olafsson with 10 and
Braithwallo with 18. Top scorers 
for tl)e 1̂’rcightways were coach 
Bay Spring wltfi 12 and Chuck 
Preen, lO.
J U S T  A R R IV E D  I
Plymouth’s just o u t . . .  Rnd Plymouth’s just outdone itself, with new 
stay-ahead style that’s isture to be the envy of the low-pirice field.
It’s new in so many new ways—exdting brand-new dual headlamps, new 
parking lights, new high-fashion glamour, grfile, new massive protect- 
around bumpers and new eye-catching polour sweisp I
Slip into this sparkling, spirited now ’58 Plymouth today. Notice the 
new luxury of its glistening Chrysler-crafted fitUngs. . ;  tito new smart­
ness of its fabrics, weaves and coloturs. .  .> the hew comfort, new legroom 
you eqjoy ihanlu to Plymouth^ new seat design. Try the luxury of 
Plymouth’s ’68 push-button automatic drive. . .  tho deft, easy s t e ^ g  
. . , comfort-cradled ’68 Torsion-A/AE Ride . . . and the advanced 
safety-sure broking you get with Plymouth alone a t Pl3rmouth’s low price.
One thrillinif experience wilh Pljntnouth^s spectal brand of newness, and 
you’ll bb storing, ’’Simply terrifiol’’, too. Enjoy that experience right 
away l C hrys le r'C orpora thn  o f  Canada, L im ited . ^ -
' • ,1 ' ■ , . ' : I I,
&£ it otjjoWi d&M  tofiouj!
I
REFUGEES INCRKAĴ E
VIENNA (AP) I'i'ho ministry 
of Interior reported todny that 
13,450 rcfiigees from Communist- 
ruled Yugo.*ilnvln hnvo been offi 
claliy rcglstoml in Au!itr.illn so' 
far this year—or Itlpic «te 'rate! 
of last >cnr when 5.232 arrived 
In 12 months. * '
Plymeulh aloys le v e l
around curvea . .  . stays 
level over bumps. . .  stays 
level when you brake, 
stops w ithout a trace 
of "ncMW-dive,” Reason: 
advanced 1958 Plymouth 
Torsion-AJAA Ride, a 
luxury feature on eveo' 
model at no extra costi
Whol could bci newer in
automatic transmission. 
design than ultramodern 
pusn-button Torque- 
F lite  for ’687 It'a  a 
marvel of convehlenoe, 
smooth Operatioh, aha 
reliabtUty. Plym outh’s 
thelowestprioed cor with 
this feature.
:V'.'
:158  ELLIS STREET KELOWNA, P.C.
- f
:A
YOU«m; ALV/AYO A ft I UP AMCAD IN CARft OP TMB fOlfWAAD LOOK
PHONE 2232
f., ,
First Aid To Ailing House
DESIGN 27J: Architea Dennii Pttett, of OabriQe. de«gned rim Solid bnck. *>w«*^*
Tocal floor area of riie home b U5« iquare feet while the exterior dimensKwi m  
nine inchet. Worldng drawing! of the plan may be obtained at nunimum coat fr«n Central Mongage 
, and Housing Coiporaoon.




»  i i i i i i u n
. By BOGEE C. WHITMAN
s o o n  CLATBOAED
QUESTION: Our house has a 
clapboard siding that has become 
quite soiled from soot and dust 
Wo want to repaint How can 
we clean the clapboard.
ANSWER: Wash down the sur­
faces with a solution of trisodium 
phosjAate or wasUqg soda, us­
ing about a cupful In >ach pall of 
water. Before scrubbing, wet 
down the surfaces with clear wa­
ter and start the work at the bot­
tom of the wall, working upward. 
To prevent permanent dirt streak­
ing, the area below the surfaces 
that , are being cleaned should 
always remain .wet. Thorough 
rinsing with clear water should 
follow.
STICKING tmn>ows
QUESTION: Our windows are 
hard to move since we had me­
tal weatherstripping installed. 
What can we do?
ANSWER: Parrafln rubbed on 
all the surfaces of the grooves in 
wUch toe windows slide should 
help. Or some well-stocked hard­
ware stores now carry a special 
stick” to be used for easing 
windows. If toe metal weather- 
stripping is toe cause of sticking, 
mb some powdered graphiite on 
all toe metal surfaces.
FELT STUCK TO TABLE TOP 
' QUESTION: The table pads 
for my dtolng-roqm table have 
green felt underneath. This has 
stuck in several spots to the top 
of toe table. How can it be re­
moved? •
ANSWER: Try washing toe 
table top with a thick suds of a 
mild soap, then take up toe suds 
with clean, damp clotos and 
vripe dry. If toe felt Is still stuck.
LEFT back RIGHT
HEW  CANADIAN HOUSE DESIGNS
try rubbing lighUy with **0000’* 
steel wo(d and thick suds a 
mild soap. Should this fall, too 
only remedy is to riflnlsh the 
table top completely with a quick 
drying synthetic resin varnish, 
that is not affected by hot dlshr 
es. M(ater or alcohol. AU rubbing 
and wiping shoifld be with the 
grain of toe wood.
VAPOR BARRIER 
QUESTION: Can a vapor bar­
rier be put on plasterboard walls?
I want to install ln.sulatiag board 
planks.
ANSWER: Two coats of alum­
inum paint appUed over the plas-, 
terboard will make a satisfac­
tory vapor barrier.
VARNISH NOT QUICK-DRYING 
QUESTION: I rcfinitoed our 
floors with a "quick-drying” floor 
varnish, after having, remove* 
previous varnish with*'prepare* 
varnish removeh Varnish has not 
completely dried, even after 
week. How can this be rem­
edied? " ;
ANSWER: It is quite jwssible 
that all traces of the varnish 
remover had not been complete­
ly washed off, thus interfering 
with tohe hardening of toe new 
varnish coat. The only remedy* 
now is to take -off thhe prescid 
finish aiui start toe work all over 
again. Be sure to follow label.di­
rections very carefully In using 
varnish remover.
STAINED PLASTIC CUPS 
QUESTION: Is there any way 
to remove tea and coffee stains 
from p l ^ c  cups?
ANSWER: Make' a solution by 
mixing one teaspoonful of javelle 
water or one of toe liquid laun­
dry bleaches in each cup of warm 
(not hot) water' and allow to
stand hor an h<wr or so. Then 
wash with scouring powder and 
rinse veil with hot water. 
CLEANING RUBBER TILE 
QUESTION; What is best way 
to deia a  rubber tild floor? It Is 
of black and white rubber tiles 
and shows all marks quickly.
ANSWER; Thp fact that toe 
floor li black and white tile makes 
It'^licult to keep clean.. The 
oidy tidtyi fou could do would be 
to scrub toe floor with a mild 
wp and water or one of toe spe- 
al cleaning compounds made 
especially for rubber tile. These 
preparations are generally hand­
led by floor-covering dealers. Use 
o t ^ j  gpod brand of self-polish­
ing \yw for finishing. 
AMMONU-STAINED FLOOR
WffiTION:, How can I remove 
^ h u  on my hardwood floor, 
where household ammonia was 
accidentally spilled?
ANSWER; Scrape off toe fin­
ish \yito line sandraper. Then 
apply'a liberal quantity of a hot 
saturated solution of oxalic acid 
(poison). Allbti) this to remain 
overnight, then rinse off thor­
oughly '«rito clear water. When 
toe vood is dry. smooth toe sur­
face with *‘000” sandpaper, wip­
ing oil toe dust. Then touch up 
toe arek with toe 'same material 
that was used in the original 
finishing.
FINISH FOR KNOTTY PINE
9UESTION: Shellac was re­
commended as a finish for knotty 
pine walls we plan to install in 
toe dining room. How is this ap­
plied? *
ANSWER: Two or thrde *ibat 
of pure, fresh, shellac are widely 
used. The shellac should be thin-
N EH R U  O N  S TA TE VISIT T O  JA P A N
On a ten-day state visit to 
Japan, Indian Premier Jaw- 
aharlal Nehru, right, is greet- - 
ed by Japanese Premier Nob- 
-osuke ICishi at the latter’s  of­
ficial residence in Tokyo. The 
two ministers had a two-hour
meeting this weekend with 
Japanese Foreign Minister Ali- 
chuo Fujiyama sitting in. 
Among toe things discussed 
were world distarmament and 
the b a iu ^  of nuclear weap­
ons.
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Dont Burn Tree Leaves 
Use In
Falling leaves are like drops | green materials. Do not include 
ol rain. As individuals their value disease and insect-ridden mater- 
is insigiUficant; when they are ial. /  . .
pooled together, though, their The pile is started by s p r e a ^  
worth is exceedingly great. Each a layer of coarse material luce 
fall, nature generously provides cornstalks at toe base to allow 
us with toe raw materials for air to penetrate toe bottonr of 
many dollars’ worto of compost toe pile; then the other materials 
and garden aids in toe foritT^f listed above are spread in layers 
leaves. They’re free, too, merely six to nine inches deep. Each lay- 
for toe effort of taking arid using er is given either an application 
If you haven’t any of your own, ol animal or poultry manure or 
the public works department will a handful of\5-<)-5 fertilizer and 
gladly let you have a load of ground limestone. Oh top of this 
leaves during their leaf-cleaning la half-inch layer of topsoil is 
operations. j spread to, prevent any possible
The time-proven method of 
gathering leaves, cf course, is 
with a lawn rake. The teeth of a 
lawn rake are set rather close 
together so that you can rake to­
gether many leaves at one time.
Also, toe teeth are flexible so 
you won't hurt your lawn. Lawn 
rakes are usually made of bam­
boo, or steel; some of the newer 
steel models can be adjusted to 
various widths.
PROBLEM . .
Getting toe leaves into a pile is
odor from escaping and the layer 
is well moistened. Soon heat gen­
erates and it, plus the moisture, 
manure or fertilizer starts de­
composition of toe green matter 
arid leaves. The pile must not 
overheat or it will spoil. Each 
layer should be kept level with 
the top lightly concave 50 that 
rain will run in rather than irun 
off. For convenience keep toe 
pile at a height of 5 feet.
Turning the pile from time to 
time will further aid decomposi 
tion and give a more uniform 
pro*luct.
r e n t a l -p u r c h a s e  p l a n
Reduction In House 
Downpayments Asked
c n o t W n g ; g ^ ^
to Minister Green,
manv asked for reduction of Na-
hn^ket w  ofko"®! Housing Act down pay-
int o f l S i s  to 10 percent and exten-
c? pSi them on a large ̂ quareUton of amortization payments to
n l lJ ^ X ^ r ia r g a t o ^ r  •lawn payment on new
four comers and you’re on 3^“^̂ ^  of'mort-t)Ynv Tti#»rA fli*e ^^everfll first 58»(HKi of rnon
twists of" this age-old trick.
canvas lcaf-carryii)g carts that 8®8e amortization period now is 
fold up When not in use. Any one 3® yc®” .  ̂ . , , ,
of them makes leaf-toting "^r^HinSase al-
Now that wp have gathered and towed under toe NHA for rental 
c.'irricd our leaves, whak are we
going to do with them? One of The brief suggested working out 
iii« dI&cgs you cBU duniDl® rental • purchase cgreeinent 
them Is on the compost pile. If which a tenant could^buy
■you have ®. to* o* toaves, you P'®^toes he ̂ occupiM
ndght even want to make n sep- of five yean> using part of
arnte bln for leaves alone. Leaves his rent pajmnents as a down pay-̂
will break down fairly quickly _
If they are kept constantly moist The brief also said toe govern- 
nnd you add some compost actl- shwld ensure an adequate 
vator. They should bo ready for and continuous supply of mort-
qse in several TOontoii,: only they gage mnds. ^
w n ’t be leaves any more. They| In >vlew of toe cxceUent use 
will have become leaf-mold com­
post-one of toe best things you 
cen odd to your soli.
HOW TO MAKE COMPOST 
Every garden should have a 
compost pile. Though new gar­
deners arc Inclined to think that 
this is a messy Job and that neigh­
bors will object to *>dorB, there 
rictually is no odor and there Iri 
no mess. Materials like shrub 
pruning!, hard stcm.s, corn stalks 
etc. are not suitable composting 
material. Dost materials nre lea­
ves, lawn clippings, kitchen was- 
tea such as vegetable tops, weeds 
without seed beads and any other
Challenges RCMP 
Right To Seiie 
Do(»iments
TOnONTO fCP) ~  A Toronto 
lawyer seeks an Ontario supreme 
court niling on whether <locu- 
menta seized from bis Toronto of?
, .  flees during a recent raid by 
1  nCMP and national revenue de- 
' *^Hiheitl!'qtn<»-ra"c«n > bo
made of the $150,000,000 made 
available this year for mortgage 
lending on new small homes, toe 
government "might well consider 
introducing a similar measure if 
toe year-end survey of investment 
intentions of Canadian business 
ndicates such action is necessary 
on behalf of toe housing indus­
try.”
Typhoon Batters 
Island O f Guam
GUAM (AP) — Tyhoon Lola 
with winds reported in excess of 
140 miles an hour, roared over 
G uam ,, leaving a trail oJ 
danriage. estimated in toe millions 
of dollars. ,
No fatalities were reported, but 
winds slashing over tois VTnlted 
States military base in too west­
ern Pacific destroyed hundreds ol 
buildings and cut off pou'er for 
16 hours.
Extensive damage was report 
ed at Anderson air force base an* 
at naval Installations on Apra 
Harbor. »»»■«
I had been scheduled for N̂ov; 7. 
But toe watch firm cancelled its 
I .-iponsorship when Hope appeare<i 
on ABC as a guest star on Frank 
Sinatra’s TV debut. The Sinatra 
show Included a rival watch com­
pany among its sponsors.
The auto maker announced that ‘ 
lit has bought toe two onc-hour 
I shows cancelled by the -watch 
I firm. ________
, From a schoolboy’s essayt 
, OTTAWA (CP)—The CBC plans ••xhink of the thousands of mll- 
nedhalf and half with denatured to televise on Boxing Day, Dec. Canadians employed as
alcohol. No sanding is necessary. 2C. ' a filmed recording of the lumbermen."
Queen’s Christmas Day broad-' 
cast, a spokesman said.
In London the BBC announced 
films of toe Queen's annual ad­
dress, which it is telecasting for 
toe first time, will be floWn to 
Canada and Australia. In previ- 
CU.S years toe address was carried 
only by radio.
U8E STILL PHOTO .
The CBC spokesman. said toe 
film will not arrive in Canada in 
time to be telecast here on Christ­
mas Dajs
However, as in previous years, 
the CBC will carry toe Queen’s 
radio broadcast on both its na­
tional radio and TV networks 
using a, still photo of toe Queen 
for toe telecast. '




SAND and GRAVEL 
TOP SOIL and FILL DIRT
bu lld o zin g
J. w. BEDFOBD LTD. 
2 ^  Stlrllaf Pltca
i
R . J . W ILKINSON
lo r  EXCAVATING 
IrrifatloB — DralnaKO —> etc.





Hope's TV  Show 
i f  I Has New Sponsor
•  ■ HOLLYWOOD' (AP)-The Bob 
Hope television show — side­
tracked because the comedian 
didn’t watch his clocks—g*>es on 
the air Nov. 24, with an auto 
maker as sp*>nsor.
A watch firm originally had 
sponsored the NBC show, which





A toy-storage box toat becomes 
a play table when opened out will 
make some youngster happy this 
Christmas. , ‘
Here's a makh-lt-yours*ilf gift 
that glve  ̂ a child a place . t o  pul} 
things neatly aWay and a place to 
draw, or dress a doll,, or play a 
game.
The whole box-table can be 
quickly cut from fir plywood 
with only a hammer, saw and 
screwdriver needed for the Job.
Only 18”x21”x24” when closed, 
toe toy'box can be stored away 
in a corner or under a table or 
desk when not in use.
Corners of toe slide-out table 
are Reinforced with metal angle 
brackets. These should be set 
into toe plywood dr toe end of 
toe . box can be cut away to re­
ceive them when toe unit closed. 
Note that-toe end of toe box is 
recessed % Inches so that toe 
table support slides in flush when 
the box is shut.
The %xl% inch strip screwed 
to toe table end ‘acts as a grip 
for opening toe unit and -com­
pletes toe frame when toe box 
is closed. In addition to the fir 
plywood, 78 inches' of 
inch lumber for toe frame and 
70 Inches of 1x1 inch lumber for 
the stop and table-top runners 
nre needed. ■
The runners ore set % of an 
inch more than the thickness of 
toe top below too framing strip 
of too box. These runners con 
be waxed so that toe top slides 
easily on them; ^
To finish the unit an under̂  
coat and a coat of high' grade 
enamel will provide a surface.
toat is easy to keep clean with a 
damp cloth.
Effects Asia Flu 
Vaccine Watched
M EDICAL TR IU M PH
Dr. Leo Gitman (top), speak­
ing at a  meeting of the Geron- 
tological_societ3̂ in  Cleveland, 
0., said that his studies indi­
cate he has found a possible 
method of preventing heart at­
tacks and hardening of toe 
arteries. Dr. Gitman, of Brook­
lyn, N.Y., carried on his re­
search with Dr. I. J. Green- 
Matt (bottom). Their method 
Involved use of vitamin E, 
principal tool of Dr. Shute in 
London, Ont. • ,
VICTOIUA (CP) — The effect 
of toe influenza vaccine admin­
istered in Victoria two weeks ago 
is expected to~be-Jinown today 
"The vaccine becomes effective 
within 10 days to two weeks after 
it is given,” Dr.-Mahaffy said. “ II! 
ho one has developed ’flu by Mon­
day, it will have, been fully effec- 
tlve.”
le city medical health officer 
now Is trying to find out what 
inroads 'flu has made in loca' 
industry.
A second wave of influenza, ex­
pected by many health officials, 
has not yet shown in Victoria, Dr. 
Mahaffy said.
TOO EARLY HERE 
liocally, it is still too early for 
any positive decision on the ef­
fect of toe vaccine, as priority 
personnel wire innoculated only 
a week ago Thursday —- and since 
then. . .. . .
Dr. D. A. Clarke, directof of 
too South Okanagan Health Unit, 
advised that toe quota for Kel­
owna had not been used up ns yet 
and it is possible toat too priwity 
list will bo exprinded to include 
others,' '
Meanwhile every opportunity is 
being given to those who h®ve 
first priority to get the vacclnri 
— If they want it. _____
J .S . Orders Lamarca 
Deported To Sicily
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) — The 
U.S. immigration service has 
ordered GiuSSppe Lamarca, de­
scribed as a notorious Socilian 
tandlt, deported from toe United 
Slates. Lamarca, 32, was arrested 
here last week after a seven- 




m u u .
E. WINTER Ltd
527 Bernard Ave. Phone 2100
WE’RE THERE
FROM THE BEGINNING 
TOTHEEND
Building Materials
and Ready Mixed Concrete 
supplied by
B EN TA IL'S  LTD .
1131 EUls St. Phone 221!
We Specialize
In
NEW  HOM ES
and
RENOVATIONS
Phone 7 3 2 6  
Barlee & Farris
425 LAKE AYE. 
Kelowna
U.K.^^S01DIERS IN  C iV lU A N  R O LE








wields a trowel In brtcM®ytoj[ 
while MaJ. Sassoon, .an expert 
on tank warfare, la vliiceling a 
load, of bricks. With the de-
creaRe-in Brilain'a armed
■ ■■
i s m i r n
lu m le r -S a s h -P ly w o o d  
R o O fIn g -C e m e n t-B ricks 
Dtors -  Wallboards 
Fiootlng-B uilding Papers 
Mbiildings-r Windows 
Imulation r  Shingles 
Fireplace Units
by calling on us 
for your bnilding supplies
LUMBER ̂  C EM E^ <^ PAINT — PLYWOOD etc.
Interior Builders Market l t d .
PHONE 3236 VERNON ROAD
B u y  t h e  B e s t  W h e n  Y o u  B u i l d
W m . HAUG & t
?. ‘t I 1
1335 WAVER ST,
Man
BUILDING SUPPMES AND OOAt
I* ) I ‘
..:>!■■:..
i.'"'





It  ̂ i ' if I* }'hj  ̂ tt'
k It ’ * ^ ) n'l 7 .WlW
SHOP
HERE
SHOP EARLY and SAVE WITH THESE
WEEKLY RED SPOT SPE
SHOP
HERE
n n s  DAnuT c o in u s it  t%
k  B lo tt. U »  I t S Y V




IN M A N  BEADED M OCCASINS
In Plaids, Leather or Fur Finish 
' Padded Soles and Heels ,
All Sizes — Choose Yours Now While
Our Slock Is Complete
A Practical 









22” high; sa- 
ran r o o t e d  H V
h a i r ;  voice; #  Q S  
unbreakable ^  
body ............
Snowball Candles
Box of 4 ............................ .$1.49
Each — — ........... . . — — .39c
Steel Dump and Fire Trucks 
11” lone ..79c esch
Cut Out and Paint Books 
Bee. to 29c:
Your Choice Special a t ....... ISe
Chance to All at a Child’s 
Piano and Bench
K E LO W N A  H O M E  FA IR




Latest type aluminized pic­
ture tube reflects lost light, 
gives twice the brightness. 
Convenient top of cabinet 
' tuning; 21-tube power per- 
i;| formance, Gianc picture yet 
11 small in size and light in 
* weight. Beautiful wood-; 
" '  grained metal cabinet in 
Walnut, Blond or Mahogany 




$ 2 0 9 9 5
Model 717>IiMT>500
As Shown
1 2 2 9 ”
TELEV IS IO N  C EN TR E
AND APPLIANCES LTD. .
Ofices In Kamloops, Vernon, Kelowna






This is Red Hot!
FOR YOIJR OLD
R A N G E BOILER
on a new
Electric or Gas Water Heater 
ACT N O W !
Take Advantage of This Offer 
You Always Do Better At
LOANE'S
Hardware, Furniture and Appliances 




• MODERN STYLING -  Full 
width, raised back panel usu- 
oliy, found in top-oWinc.
• Lib SHUT .SWITCH. When lid 
( is fully opened all washer,
action fitops, , , ,
• FI.EXllU4i; CONTROL^F|ll»< ' 
washe,e. rlnseis. aplrw damp , 
dry and shuts off automntieai-
r ly« 'i> ; .i I,i';j I !' ' I '''' I (’'In/' ''
Bcgiilar < Prlr<;»' i*............
2 7 9 ;9 5 |XOV PAT......... i.L
I ‘ >
.Saks and Service
1 '. ' ii ,1
I .1;jJ ‘ t '̂‘1






Regular at 12.95 to 15.95
2 5 ^ °  O P F
Gabardines, All Wools, Tweedy, 
Reversible Pleats
Hats T o ‘ Go 2 5 %  O ff




C O AT SETS
Fur Trim; colors of red, blue, pink 





Where Cash Beats Credit
RED SPOT 
SPECIALS
^  Distinctive Christmas Cards at, 
Reasonable Pricies
^  Attractive' G ift Wrappings
A t interesting Books for Young 
and Old








$ i n .o o  C O U P O N
Bring This Coupon With You
. . . Good On Any Watch
S "  5 5 9 - 5 °
Till November 31,1957  
No Interest or Carrying Charges
or over
L A Y  A W A Y  
FOR
XMAS
f e » i
3(3  BERNARD AV&
RED SPOT 
SPECIALS
EATON’S Red Spot Special
10 CUBIC FOOT
V IK IN G
F R E E Z E R
Slightly marked in transit — nothing to mar its beauty or
usefulness.
Check these features :
•  10 cubic feet of frozen food storage space.
•  9 rib . capacity quick freeze compartment
•  Heavy duty fibre glass insulation
•  Twin signal safety light
•  Counter balanced lid with automatic light.
Regular 279.95.'
RED SPOT SPECIAL 1.95
T  E A T O N  CI  ■ T a n a  d  a  ^
528 BERNABO AVE.




’49 CHRYSLER WINDSOR 
SEDAN................................ .
’47 DODGE SEDAN
Radio, Directional Signals .... 
’53 VAUXHALL SEDAN,



















M e r v y n  M o t o r s  L td ,
LAWRENCE and WATER ST.
Phones 2307 and 4207
« P
H E R E
RED SPOT 
SPECIALS
-  N E W ! -  V
A Pmclical Christmas Gift
Virgin Wool and Viscose
b l a n k e t s
•size 70x84 Weight'Sy, lbs.
* Bainbow Bftipe * Multicolor * Bed With Black Border.
* 9  ’ i * W  * °
This line of beautiful blankets is entirely new stock thot wa 
highly rccoinnfend.
. I , I i . ■ . r'. ■ i I ■ , '
■ ! 'h , ,  ' ■ . ' ' . -I ■ ' i.'■ '  ̂ ' T' ' '
. G e o . A .  M e i k l e  L t d . ,i' I
F*
SAVE « » . -  your  c h o ice ,o r . FINlsil 
5.PCE. DINETTE SUITE
Choose. Hhls lovely modern dinette suite, in one of three 
delightful patterns, In glamorous chrome finish, and still 
save! Tabic and four chairs have slim tapering legs, chairs ! 
arc comfortab^ padded. ' '
•  Bobmy Table extendi ie 
5l’f from. 32”x48”
•  In 43reen, Red or Yellow ’









G.E. SMALL APPLIANCE LAY.AWAY 
$1.00 Down Hold% Any Article Until Christmas
G.E. Automatic Toaster-
Regular 24.95. Special ....
G.E. Fry P a n -
Regular 22.9:̂ 1 Special ...
G.E. Coffee M aker-
Regular 29/95. Special ...
G.E. Vacuum C leaner-
Regular 93.50. Special .
G.E. Steam Iro n -
Regular 19.95. Special...
G.E. Kettles— •













$ 5 0  ° °  O F F
PHILCO "30" STARFL1GHT
ELEC TRIG  R A N G E





YOU SAVE . . . . . . $ 5 0 0 0
TERMS AS LOW AS 3,00 PERWEEK
B A R R  &  A N D ER S O N
- (INTERIOR LTD.) ,,
594 Bernard Avci ‘ Phone 3039'•
fS H O P  




TABLE l a m ps  WITH SHADES




2 PIECE SECTIONAL CHESTERFIFXp
Rcgulpr ^ «9 .0 0  ■ 1 0 0  C O
Red Spot Spiklal
-  A Raving of 480.80
'' i' ' ’ . I ! j,  ̂ >
Shop at Crowe’s and Spvo M  4,1 
Sec and hear MOTOROLA, TV's Flnosl
• i' ' , '
I ■). .  ̂ t"' ■ ' > ■ '■X,"I r ' ‘ . I"' 'r
r '““  "  •
‘278 LEON A V E ,''""’* rtwilNK' 1 1







c m u n tu u m
 ̂ C A M P B ilL , IM RIE 
■ &  AS H LEY V ,
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
f • Pbo(M2838
103 SmUo Building Kelowna
Coming Events
A.
R UTHERFORD, B A Z E U  
'  &  CO.
.CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
No. 9 • 28d Bernard Ave. 
PHONE 2821
B. W O O D S
G A Y  W A Y
Bowjing Alley and 
, Coffee Shop
3«N FKNDOZl 8TBEET
, Udder New Management
O pei^N ooa Saturday, 
November 16th
/  Will be open daily. 
Anyone wishing to bowl In 
Winter Leagues Welcome
Help Wanted
CHRIST LUTHERAN atUHCH, 
& man  
be.
Comer l and Richter. A 
|rcix>rt will .itivcn and colored 
tildes will be shown about the 
• Lutheran World Assembly” In 
Minneapolis, on Wednesday, Nov. 
20, 7:30 p.m. 69
A D V ER T IS IN G  T R A IN EE 
Young Man Age 21 to 25
The Kelowna Daily Courier has an opening in ibi Employee 
Training Program for one young* man.
Ibis b  an excellent opportunity for a {tenon who desir^ 
permanent employment with earnings while tnining on the 
job for future.advancement possibilities with a large progressive 
organization in Canada!
The person wc employ must be neat in appearance, enthusiastic, 
and willing to work under close supervision and instructions.
Apply in person afternoons 4 to 5 
or &turday Mornings 9:30 - 11:30
AIR. R. HETESI 
Advertising Manager 
The Kelowna Daily Courier BoUding
I FIRST UNITED CHURCH BA­
ZAAR AND TEA Wednesday, 
Nov. 20th, 2:00 p.m. 62.67,69.70
PersonalChartered Accountmt
811 LAWRENCE AVE. _____
Phone 4434 Kelowna, B.C. A REWARD  ̂WIIA BE OFFER­
ED anyone knowing of the party 
who has possession of the guitar 
or its disappearance from CNR 
[docks. during hallowe’en. Phone 
618̂  or 6544 evenings.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
D . H. CLARK &  1 0 .'
Accounting ! -• Au<Uting{
Income Tax Consi t̂ants
19K EUia St Kelowna. B.C. 
Phone 3590
TH O M PSO N
ACCOUNTING SERVICE
' Accounting -  Auditing 
Income Tax Service 









Local City Route and 
Kelowna to Vernon 
Available 2:30 p.m. 
Monday through Saturday
ELECTRICAL REPAIRS





WM MOSS PAINTING AND 
decorating contractor, Kelowna.
B.C. Exterior and interior paint­
ing, paper hanging. Phone your 
requirements now. Phone 3578. .
M-TH-tf If there is someone commuting
SINGER & SNOWSELL EXCAV- Kelowna on the
ATING LTD; for ditches, pipe- »bove schedule, you can earn 
lines, septic tanks. Phone 6895. [some extra money delivering 
M-TH-tf [newspaper bundles on your rê  




The Kelowna Courier 
Doyle Ave. at ElUs
VISIT O. L. JONES USED FUR
PHONE aavalNTTURE Dept for best buys! 513 










PENDOZI 2124 — WELL FUR­
NISHED bachelor suites, down­
stairs, large. Uvingroom with 
fireplace, bedroom, private 
screened porch, $65. Combined 
living-bedroom, kitchen with fire­
place $50. Upstairs bed-sitting 
room, single $35. Double $40. 
Dial 24301 Share community kitchen. Recre­
ation room with fireplace. Phone 
4205. 72
tf
T R A D E T R A IN IN G  
COURSES
[OFFICE SPACE — FIRST floor,
36x21 ft. Heated, two restrooms, 
front and back entrances, park­
ing space. $90 month. Long lease 
available. 453 Lawrence, phone 
2414, ' 721
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH­
ED two room apartment. Private 
toilet and shower. Weekly or 
monthly $47.50 month. Inquire
[basement 784 ElUott Ave. Armouries -  Tuesdays
— — _  or write
[CORONATION AVE. — Modem 545 Seymour St. Vancouver,B.C 







AIR FORCE POLICE 
to selected applicants. 
Apply
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Ontario 





4H% due 1968 
B.A. OU 
5V«% due I9n 
B.C. Electric 
534% due U77 
Home OU 
5% due 1971 
Woodward’s 
5% due 1977 
Inland Nat Gas 
5H% due 19n 
Loblaw 
6% due 19n 
Westcoast Tr. "C” 
534% due 1988
7 0 D A Y 'S
STOCK Q U O TA TIO N S
Supplied by
James, Copithoroe imd Birch Ltd 
366 Bernard Ave.
(as at 1 p.m.)
Private Individual wants an or- Today’a dosing Eastern Prices 
gan in playing condition, regard- Avers'f''
less of appearance. Must be | New Yoric (Dow Jones)) 
reasonably priced.
130 Industrials
Give Price and Phone Number Uq Rails










TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 20 ^ Id s^  
for scrap iron, steel, brass, copper, 10 Base Metals 
lead, etc. Honest grading. Prompt [15 OUs 
pAyment ooade. Atlas Iron and 
Metals Ltd., 250 E>rior St., Van­







Cal and Ed. 
Cdn. Husky 
Cent Del Rio 
Fort St. John 
Home Oil A 
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can. 1 have ne\*cr had anj’thing 
to do,wito you In my Ufe. I have 
no feeling of any kind toward 
J‘ou.
101.001 “I knew nothing about the case 
we are about to hear. But since < 
ycu have schosen to take. this 
.stand 1 decline to sit in tids case. 
U8.00[I withdraw."
Rising from his place at the end 
of the txjnch, Mr. Justice Locke 
walked slowly to the great <jk>ors 
behind the chief Justice, fumbled 
a moment at the tatch and let 
himself out.
Mr. Williston then addressed 
the court.
"I should like to say that T had 
no previous intimaiion of the mo­
tion that was made and by ap­
pearing in the case I do not wish 
it to be taken as in any way ac-
C OM M UN. CHEST
Continued from Page 1
tion. because of the faltering re-[“ j“ ^ “ ^ “ TOncurrimrTn  ̂ the 
sponse to the annual appeal.





Cars And Trucks 
For Sale
“STOP" AT THE “DEPEND­
ABLE” Used car and truck lot for 
the best deal in town. Reliable 
Motors and Tires Ltd., 1658 Pen-[Abitibl 




Prices quoted on a net basis.
All Cnd (impound 5.38 5.85
AU Cdn Dividend 4.17 5.12
Can. Invest. Fund 7.76 8.51
Diversifled "B" 3.05 3.35
Grouped Income 3.15 3.55
Investors Mutual 8.98 9.71
Trans-Canada "B” 24.20 
Trans-Canada ”C” 4.85 5.25
INDUSTRIALS 
Close
WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS B.A. 
for sale"—there are some great B.C. 
bargains listed every issue of the B.C. Phone 
Courier. 32-tff[BeU Phone
1953 FORD VICTORIA HARD
top, fully equipp^. Must be sold. pp*Jf
Apply 1028 Clorohation Ave. 0̂ Paper
Tires And Accessories K 's e a l.
Fam. Playe’'s
WHEEL FOR GMC LIGHT DE- Ford A 
LDfERY truck, with new first imp qu 
grade Firestone Town and Accep 
Country 600x16 tire and tube. $25. inland Gas 
R. C. Ramsey, RR 2, Phone 7939. ijĵ  Nickel
73 Inter Pipe
bedrooms, acMts'with references | 
preferrM. ' $70‘' • month, leasej 
available.. Phone 6689. 72 [
Envelopes - Letterheads 
Statement - Programs - Tickets 
Menus » Business Cards • etc.
local downtown-business firmTWO ROOM SUITE IN THE
c S  o’? a
pty at 564 Bernard Ave. or phone P
2080. _____ TO This is a permanent position with
Thri r n i ir io r  IbEDRGOM -  home priv i. large Company benefits,
m e ^elOW^ti LUUtier [i^ gES, quiet private home, em jpiease state experience, present
ploy^ gentleman preferred. $30 salary and list three references, 
month. Phone 2403. , i2|
Address to Box 3221
RETREADER-TIRES, OR YOUR Lucky Lager 
own tires retreaded by factorylMassey Harris- 
approved methods and materials. McCk)ll Fron 
New tire guarantee. Kelowna MacMill B 
,_.«iir4Motor8 Ltd. The Valley’s Most Okan Phone
B O O KKEEPER -TYPISl [complete shop.
Auto Financing
CAR BUYERS! OUR FINANCING^ a n s  Mtn. PI.
Across from the Arena 
DIAL-'2802
service at low cost wiU help you Walkers 
make a better deaL Ask us now west. Ply 
lefore you buy! Carruthets and 




































Cas. Asbest /  6. 6.10




Hud Bay 4634 47%
Noranda 37% 37%
Sherritt 4.60 4.75
Steep Rock 9.^ 9.75
PIPELINES 
Alberta Gas 13 13%
Can. Delhi 6% 7
N. Ont Gas 11% 12%
Trans. Canada C 21% 22%





Nova Scotia 53 5434
Royal 61% 62%
Tor. Dom. 38% 39
campaign, which was to have|-,^ '̂ -̂ 
closed October 31 but was held P'^s'Cahay while J. J. Robmette 
open for another two weeks, only Toronto is appearing for Mrs. 
$20,000 of a $22,000 objective was Brown.
contributed. Last year, too, the Other members of the jwnel 
objective was not reached, clos- aro Mr. Justice I. C. Rand. Mr. 
ing off at $20,600. The year be-[Justice John Cartwrfeht and Mr. 
fore, total realized, was $21,300,
We are going steadily down­
hill.” Dr. Itorthrop observed.
"And that shouldn't be in a 
city that is growing and is not 
suffering any great economic col­
lapse."
LESS THAN $5
A study of the figures present­
ed to the. directors showed that 
less than half of those who donat­
ed gave as much‘as $5 
Here is the breakdown: 26
JustlcQ Robert Taschereau.
Russell Fallis 
Dies A t Calgary
Russell W. Fallis, formerly of 
Kelowna, died at Calgary Thurs­
day at the age of 56.
_________ __ He had left here about 2%
donors gave sums from $100 to [ months ago to reside at Calgary. 
$1,000; 136 donors gave from $25 He was employed as a salesman 
tod $90.99; 468 individuals donat- with an Alberta paper and nov« 
ed from $10 to $2-4.99; 524 indl- elty firm, 
viduals donated’ from $5 to 9.99: Up to a year ago, he had been
there were 764 donations from $2 a partner with Robert Taylof in 
to $4.99, and 903 persons donated Gem TaUors. Mr. Fallis had re- 
under $2. sided in Kelowna for over 15
Directors considered dropping years and had many friends in 
all bust stricOy welfare organlza- the city and district 
tions from the chest, but it was His death was unexpected. Ha 
felt that such a step would only had been complaining of a stom- 
postpone the eventual dissolution ach ailment a few months ago, 
of the chest. according to Mr. Taylor. Mr.
Final decision will not be made [Fallis was reported to have un« 
until after another review.
BOND Q U O TA TIO N S
Supplied by •
-Okanagan Investments Limited 
280 Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna. B.C.
(as at 12 noon E.S.T.) 
Dominion of Canada
Bid A.sked
5th Victory Loan 
‘3% due 1959 
6th Victory Loan 
3% due 1960 
7th Victory Loan 
C% due 1962 
8th Victory Loan 
3% due 1963 
9th Victory Loan 










Continued from Page 1
cn by Mr. Duncan’s motion, hesi­
tated briefly and then Chief Jus­
tice Patrick Kerwln said they 
would withdraw to consider it.
Mr. Williston, thunderstruck, 
beat his forehead with his fist 
and said to his associate "I can’t 
carry on, I can’t carry on.
dergone an operation last week 
when the complaint reached an 
acute stage.
Mr. Fallis leaves his ■wife, 
Martha, in Kelowna, and brothers 
and his mother at the Coast.
Funeral Tuesday  ̂
For Girl, Aged 6
Saskatchewan 
5% due 1977 
Ontario Hydro 







Tur,; Funeral service for six-year^
'down^  ̂ Christine Joyce, daughter of 
Mr. and Mts. Stanley llhibmpson.
He declined to spell out for
porters his reasons for o b j e c t i n g , , ,,
to Mr. Justice Locke. teed in the local hos-
Twenty minutes later the five Saturday morning after a 
judges returned to the counroom^*!^^
and the chief justice announced: ®*. Catchpole wlU offi-
PLAN TO CONTINUE ciate at the fmal rites at 2:30. p.m.
"The court has considered the at St. Michael and All Angels’ 
unprecedented situation which K'i'urch, and also at the commit- 
liss arisen. None of us knows of tal at the Kelowna cemetery, 
any reason for the remarkable Two sisters also are left to 
statement earlier this merning ^aura—Carole and Jeanette— 
and no leason has been advanced, and also her maternal grandmoth- 
The court therefore proposes to er, Mrs. Burge, at Arms^ng,
continue.
Mr. Justice Locke, his face 
ashen and his voice quivering, 
said "I, however, have Something 
to say.” .
“I do not know, you, Mr, Dun-
and an uncle, Harold Burge, 
Armstrong.
Pallbearers will be Rex Me- 
kenzie, Henry Tostenson, Joseph 
Yochim and Stewart Daniel, Rut­
land. .
O FnC E EQUIPMENT
, i t v  ■
O K A N A G A N  
STATIONERS LTD .
for your- offi(» furniture!
.1447 EUla S t Phone 3202
SURVEYORS
ERNEST 0 . W O O D
STOCKWELL 1099 — BEDROOM 
in private home, gentleman pre-| 
ferred, $20 month. Phone 2480.
. 72|
BIRCn AVE. — TWO FUR- 
NISHip rooms in private home 
with kitchen privileges. Phone 
3266. ®9[sTURDY,




BERNARD AVE. 890 — COM- stove, excellent cooker and baker, 
PORTABLE sleeping or light Spitfire sawdust burner, 
housekeeping room. Phone 2639. water heater; warming oven. In-
69 vestigate this—the, low pri<» will 
1.,..,^^. ... uuiaze you! 803 Glenn Ave. tfI FULLY FURNISHED SLEEPING --------- ---------------------------------
rooms .and housekeeping rooms in ACCORDION — SALANTI, 120 
Bernard Lodge, weekly or month- Bass, year old, used a dozen 
ly. Phone 2215. M-W-F-tf[ times, perfect condition, with
N E ^ Y  carrying case, $150. Phone 8725.
72
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. 
for all Building Supplies. Special- [ 
izing in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or[ 
Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E. 
OLD FASHIONED Hastings Sti, Vanebuver, B.C. [ 
GLenburn 1500. tf |
Articles For Sale
Dial 2746 268 Bernard Ave. 
Kelowpa
FOUR ROOM SUITE 
decorated, fprnished, heated ,air 
conditioned. Private entrance. [sEWING 




FURNISHED ROOM, SLEEPING with stool, long shuttle; very good 
[or housekeeping, semi-basement. I erudition, $90 cash. Phone 8455. 74
_____ _ _ ! !  bassinet- b l u e  a nd  WHITE
PARTLY FURNISHED THREE skirt, complete with mattress and 
room suite. Available December folding legs, $10. Child's Play 
THOMPSON — Chrhttee Joyce, jl. $40. Phone 4018. 691 Pen $10. Phone 7590. 72
a S  If®*’’ ?  BimoKT AtrroMA.
, Ave., at Kelowna General Hospl-K"*"™®"®"’ “ce electric, portable plug-ln
tal on Saturday, November 16 a t K : ___ __________ model, brown metal, used twice.
the age 6 years. Services at|2 ROOM FURNISHED SUITE,!$20. Phone 8918. 74
St, Michael and All Angels’ Angll- heated, in good home. Phono 6705.L.™„p_, mmvrm?
. can Church on T(ie.*!dBy. Nov. J9|
at 2:30 p.m. Archdeacon D. S, ir“Z T"!!-----T"
Catchpole officiating. Interment BOarU AnCl' ROOIII 
Kelowna Cemetery. Besldc.*< her
DARK
wood trim, new modem style, 
gloss doors, large size, $20. 
Phone 8918. 74
Mvents she is survived hy two p e n DOZI 2538 -  ROOM AND[RaNGE -  FINLAY. COTTAGE 
sisters, Carole and Jeanette n t |b o a r d , private, comfortable[riyle, gas burning. Oil heater, 
home, her maternal grandmf.ther, home. Phone €876. 72 Fawcett, heats 2 betewm house
uncle M r . I jhiai nruviur ANnlPhono 3980.HatMd Burge, both of Armstrong. 2541 -  ROOM - AND'*" 74
Kelowna Funeral Directors havet e ?  j"  P^^ato SPITFIRE, SAW-
been entrusted -With the ntiTing(  ̂ £5JJSWM gentle los nionth. burner with heat con t^ . 
ments. | Phono 6705,
Pets and Suppliei
(CX)lii.IE8 UKB LASSIE. Reg-| 
titered show pet herding stock. 
|8S up Stud service Starcross- 




vmnmm a iw ib x isin q  
StandaiA Type 
i ' , v  RATtS '
, . ‘ No white space.
Minimum 10 words.
1 tosertion _ —  p4r word 
> consecutive 
f InMrtloni —
•  consecutive Insertions 
or more per word 2p
fku) tnwrtion -......... , y  iy inch
Try a 
COURIER 




C R E A M  SEPARATOR $10; 
Tliree-quntter size hcdsprlng $5̂  
I Chemical closet 15. Phone 6373
73
JRNACE, SPITFIRE, SAW 
[DUST humor, with hopper ond 
Ihurncr, 830. 060 Glenn Ave, 
Phono 3090. . 73
LAND reg istry  ACT 
(Seetlon 161)
IN THE MATTER OP LOT Ninc-| 
ty-nine (99), save and except 
that part shown on Explanatory 
Plan "B” Five thousand two 
hundred and forty-seven ("B” 
5247) Section Nineteen (79), 
Township Twenty-six (26), Oso- 
yoos Division Yale District, Plan 
Seven hundred (700). VERNON 1 
ASSESSMENT DISTRICT.
PROOF having been filed in rnyJ 
office of the lost of Certificate of 
Title No. 148317F to the above 
mentioned lands In the name of 
WILLIAM POMRENKE, of 477 
Christleton Avenue, Kelowna, 
B.C., and bearing date the 15th 
day of May, 1951.
I HEREBY GIVE NOTICE OP 
my intention at the expiration of 
one calendar month. from the[ 
Irst publication hereof to Issue 
to the said WILLIAM POM-I 
RENKE, a Provisional Certifi-, 
cate of Title In lieu of such lost 
Certificate. Any person jihving 
any information with reference to 
such lost Certificate of title Is 
requested , to communicate with| 
the undersigned,
DATED at the Land Registry 
Office, Kamloops, Britiah Go- 
lumbla, this 6th day of Novem­
ber, 1957.
J. V. DICASTBI, 
'Registrar,
Kamloops Land Kegistrotion [ 
District.
W HEN YOU SHOULD STOP 
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING
Just a few  suggestions to the man who feels his business 
and his name are so well-known he needs no sales help!
FURNACE, SAWDUST BURNER 
with heat regulator, $20; Elec-
FARM HOUSE, UVING ROOM, hot water heater, 15. 
kitchen, two bedrooms, steeping [4027
8a K * * ' t i S f s " S S ' 7 ^  CLEANER; EI.EC!T-
tS3 yiS?. ' c a &  model, In good
par word IJ44 Wll take smou|®j55‘?i!*?Aftn?2B42^^
tosertloAi ijOlliteh
ft ooniecuUvu Inaartiona 
* ' j ,u ft$ tAeh
'ivi'V
\ I  m  nwntti
: ■ I ' l ' ' i   ̂ ft:, y ^
house in Ho; 
trade,. Phone
Ital f f i J t
HOUSE
Paul.
TO FURNACE. NEW WESMINSTER 
FOR ’ SALE 1340 St. ~  Wood and coal burner four 




cUffe, Phone 6693. 70
HEATER, ENTERPRISE-COAL 
and wood burner, heats five 
I. $35. Plume 6403.
EARLY HEROINE COAI* HUDSON SEAL.










Hospital ._  
Fire Hull -  
Ambulance
- . 1 .  Dial 8300 





It unable to contact n dootov 
Dial n »
DRUG STORES OPEN 
8nnto]ra,nolMayaaaa 
Wedncsftajra' 
tp ja . to lM  R m
060Y00S CUSTOMS HOURS 
Canadian ahd American 
Cuitoron ' .
man becomes a creature of habit so thorouehly he will certainly buy 
this year where he bought hist year. . .
younger, fresher and spunkier concerns In your line cease Btarting up 
and taking your customers away bv advertising . • •
population ceases to increase and no new folks want to live and work 
in your town • .  • '
you have convinced everyone who ever was or ever will be In your 
Store, that they will now find forever get better bu>s from you. • •
business principles reverse themselves and the non-advertiser does more 
business than the successful advertising merchant • • •
men stop maUag Inmendoos stridei with weU-pIanned newspaper 
advertising... '
yon can I
their success to the use of advcirtlsing'.
you would rather have your own way, even If you foil, than follow advice 
and portiaps win sucicess • • • s
you want to be rid of the troubles of waiting on customers and erft 
tired of making money . . .
THE SUREST W A Y  TO GROW  IN BUSINESS . ; .  M A R E M ORE PROFIT 
. . .  IS TO ADVERTISE CONSISTENTLY IN T H E . . .
The DaUy Courier
PHONE 2 8 0 2
v h i I i I i 1 I [ I.S '
Mm . N»t. M. 195T THE DAILY COmOtl^
k / - ' *  I. , S , -
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CONTRACT BRIDGE
FORMOSAN PHOTO WINS PRIZE
Chuan-Chu Lin of Taiwan, 
Formosa, waited (or hours in 
a natural "blind" to capture 
this *striking photo and win a 




OTTAWA (CP)-The issue o( a 
new national flag (or Canada 
livened the dying hours of the 
drawn-out Commons throne 
speech debate.
Two motions seeking a decision 
on such a (lag—one of them spon­
sored by a Liberal who jumped 
party lines to do so—were drop­
ped in the Commons lap Friday.
Both were defeated by votes of 
122 to 23. Their sponsors’ re­
quests that the proposals be dealt 
with on their merits were’ re­
jected with an announcement by 
Works Minister Howard Green, 
government House leader. He 
said the government viewed the 
motions as non-confidence ones
As a result, the voting was al­
most entirely on party lines.
Opposition Leader St. Laurent 
repudiated one of the motions, 
by William LaC ôix (L-Quebec 
Montmorency), and said the Lib­
eral party would stick to its
df a  lAT atcK iB
(Top Rccwd-Bolder In Masten* 
indlyUna* Cliarai^mshlp riayl
South dealer.
BoU  ̂ iides vulnerable.
KOItH'
♦  QTe 
V1O05
♦  AQ10S2




4A K 93 4QT5
80HTH 
4 A K 5  
8PAJ '
#K «4S  
4J1084  
The bidding:
South West Korth East 
1 4  I f  3 4  Pass 
3NT Pau SNT
Opening lead—four of hearts. 
The first world Ciiamplonsbip 
match was held in Berm<ida in 
November, 1930. Participating in 
the three-cornered event were a 
United States team.*  ̂a Biitish 
team, and a combination Svsedish-
in the U.S. Lin won the awara j defeated Itoth their adversaries 
for the symmefiy majestic the championship
sweep of the composition show- a remarkable result was 
ing the white bird with both achieved in the hand shown when 
wings spread in flight, ibe Americans played the Swed-
---------- 'ish-Icelandic team.
For reasons best known to bim-
a heart, and Crawford became de­
clarer at three notrump.
He won the heart king with the 
ace and led*a small diamond. 
When West showed out. She ten 
was played from dummy. East 
won and returned a heart
West .took the queen of hearts 
and could haVe beaten the con­
tact by leading three rounds of 
clubs, but he had received the Im- 
r-ression. because of Craa'ford’s 
deceptive ten of diamond.  ̂ play, 
hat East bad the kind of dia­
monds.
stand of not voting against the r ̂  reasons uesisno u w ni - 
. « p'elf, Johnny Crawford opened the
government on any non-confi- gouUj hand with a diamond in- 
dence motion in the throne stead of a notrumo. Sidney Sllo- 
sn e e c h  debate. dor raised to two diamonds when
----------------------------------------- file Swedish West overcalled with
So alter leadin|| the king of 
clubs first. West r^rned a heart. 
Crawford wasted no time mmp- 
ng home with nine trick.« for a 
score of 600 points/
When the other Swedish pair 
canie to play, the North-South 
cerds,,; South opened with a no- 
tnimo. George Rauee made -a  
sportin,'? overcaU of Iwo hearts 
and North expressed his opinion 
that Ranee could not make it by 
doubling two hearts. Sam SWy- 
man (East) passed and that be­
came the contract.
North opened the six of buds. 
Ranee nlayed low fi»m d'lrnmy 
and took East's ten with the, king. 
Ho drew trumps as soon as oos- 
sible and then played a dub to 
the queen and plfcked up South’s 
lack with a finesse. Rapee. lost 
three spades and ivy^ trumps, 
making two hearts-doubled, for a 
score of 670,poiP*s.
So the American'team made a 
game with the Nhrth South cards, 
and also with the East-West 
cards. ,





WINNIPEG (CP)—The Liberal  ̂
Progressives and Progressive 
Conservatives earned an even 
break-in last week’s provincial by- 
elections in two rural Manitoba 
ridings, leaving House standings 
unchanged.
Liberal - Progressive Johif P. 
Tanchak won a dose decision 
over Frank Casper, 47, in Emer- 
scn. *
Mayor Maurice Ridley, 45, of 
Manitou won a dear-cut victory 
for the Progressive Conservatives 
over David Lumgair, 44-year-old 





4:30 Open House 
5:00 Howdy Doody 
5:30 Chez Nous 
6:00 Parade of Stars 
6:30 CHBC-TV News 
6:40 CHBC-TV Weather 
6:45 CHBC-TV Sports 
6:55 What’s on Tonight?
7:00 Sports Roundup 
7:30 Nation’s Business 
7:45 UN Review 
8:00 March of Medicine 
8:30 On Camera 
9:00 1 Love Lucy 
9:30 Newsweek 
30:00 Studio One 
'11:00 CBC-TV News
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19
4:30 Open House 
5:00 Howdy Doody 
5:30 Earth and Its People 
6:00 Parade of Stars 
6:30 CHBC-TV News 
6:40 CHBC-TV Weather 
6:45 CHBC-TV Sports 
6:55 What’3 On Tonight?
7:00 Time 
7:15 Please Tell Me 
7:30 I Search for Adventure 
8:00 Front Page Challenge 
8:30 Dragnet (Big Search)




4:30 Open House 
Howdy Doody 
Swing Your Partner 





Bank of Knowledge 
Golf Scries 
Concert Hour 




4:30 Open House 
Howdy Doody 
Mnggle Muggins .. .. , 
Children’.̂  Newared 
Parade of Stars 
CHBC-TV Nows 
CHBC-TV Weather
6:45 CHBC-TV Sports 
6:55 What’s On Tonight? 
7:00 Meet the People 
7:30 Wrestling 
8:30 Climax 
9:30 Music Makers '58 
10:00 Folio
moo CBC-TV. News '
FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 22
4:30 Open House 
5:00 Howdy Doody 
5:30 Hidden Pages 
6:00 Parade of Stars 
6:30 CHBC-TV News 
6:50 CaiBC-TV Weather 
6:55 CHBC-TV Sports 
6:55 What’s On Tonight? 
7:00 Meet the Staff 
7:15 ’The Suzuki Faipily 
7:30 Intro to Gaspe 















































































































fyanai=! aaw su  
aBQ.’dH aBOJisa 
ziD:d a s  Ban 
ua HUM’dl? 











































4:30 Your Window in the Sea 
4:45 Every Dog a Gentleman 
5:00 Here and There 
5:30 Count of Monte Cristo_ _  
, (Pen and Sword)
6:00 Parade of Stars
6:30 Mr, Fixit
6:55 CHBC-TV News '
7:00 Radisson 
7:30 Holiday Ranch 
8:00 WIFU (Semi Final)
9:00 To Catch a Fish - 
9:15 Operation Ontario 
9:30 Monganga
10:30 Cross Canada Hit Parade 
11:00 CBC-TV News
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 24
3:0() Citizen’s Forum 
3:30 Junior Magazine ''
4:00 Country Calendar 
5:00 Fighting Words 
5:30 Perspective 
6:00 Game Country 
6:30 Father Knows Best,
7:00 This is the Life 
8:00 Ray Forrest Show 
8:30 TBA 
0:00 World’s Stoge 
9; 30 CGE Showtime 
10:00 Closeup 
10:30 Space Travel
DAILY CRYTOQtJOTE — Here’s how to work it:
A X  Y D  L B  A A X B 
is L O N G F E L L O W
, One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is used 
for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, 
the length and’formation of the words are all hints. Each day the 
I code letters are different.
A Cryptogram Quotation
ATW HWXDWA EN RWPKJ G REDW PH AE AWSS 
JVUWDQi^KJ — UESAGPDW
^ati|rday’B“Cryptoquqote; THE SOUL IS 'THE CAPTAIN AND 
IRULER OF THE LIFE OF MORTALS-SALLUS'i.
Y O U R  HOROSCOPE
e  S t a r s
f's BELIEVE IT OR NOT!
AN APPLE CORE 
SuhtirtM bv MClJVUa Hmos 
Kokomo .M .
|l<X)R TOMORROW '
This day’s aspects, while not 
loverly stimulating, do promise a 
generally satisfactory day. Espe­
cially favored are: personal af­
fairs; written matters and social 
activities. A novel twist to a rou­
tine task pould prove time-sav- 
ins-I FOR ’CHE BIRTIWA Y
If tombrrow is your birthday,
I your horoscope indicates that, 
\vUhin the next six weeks, your 
Innate aggressiveness and Jnde- 
Ipendencv may be unusually 
strong and you may insist, un 
I wisely, on having your own way, 
Try to curb this tendency since 
you will probably meet resist 
nnco from associates. Keep your 
goals in view, however, but work 
toward them’ subtly and diplo-
maficnlly. Your ideas will get a 
much better hearing early in 
1958. And to your advantage.
llomn and family matteis will 
he under good aspects for most 
of the year* ahead, and, by late 
May, you should note a definite 
improvement' in your Job and 
financial affairs. Look for some 
interesting social experienues and 
a .possible opportunity to travel 
between'June and September; 
an' excellent chonco for business 
expansion next.October.
A child born on this day will 
lie endewed with fine intelligence 
and extraordinary determination
FINE STONE
Jade has been used for fine 
carvings and personal ornaments 
since prehistoric times.
THE OLD HOME TOWN -  Stanley
who m&mAd th* non ot 
Empeox RntinAnd I of Cenwy 
MAP SKIM 60 OCUCATCTHAr 
VMlEN SHE DRANK WPWIMR
jtfs ckx<m{ ti>AS vtsmeAs 
iT tw (su io n m * M
tftftWftOAT
fOlUMt of fihsh AbtoS 
ON A MIWRUO TRIP n« fiHAHl 
StOPPEO FOR A PfttNK AND 
gACRTlKVtNCRAlCEDtHg 
ooeiETtoMattitsiiMfiwflM 
PMKRGD (T FROmHlSHISNOA 
A/fnatrm/MfifiiNeoi 
m a m sM tiS m u u e o





m o s m a o A m m i
AMO0-t»auiu>irt^
jnpm
''RACK-ROAPftoMCJl*’? ’ , 
D«HT urrue?
' 4|̂  Igm MIH8 8IKl(M|8M8 (MGHWildQL MRlMAkD INMMID Mi
vou vntucK w ?
VOU-A COMMON 
<WM^.grB)Ck
»OM THAr you KNOW MRR 
MARMON no NOT TSU. THE 
WHOLE TRUIN ABOUT MR. 
BLUVIBFKnCRANOtHE * 


























GIVE y?U THE RLMS
NOW,Pft.uEdNA, 
ABOUT RETURSiNS 
TO PURA..J: THllK 
IT WOULD BE A 
MI8TAKE.'
BRICK, PR.teONA 
PiP COME HERE 
HSLPMB.'TM8L 
YOU CAN PO IS 
help him.*
[pCNTPUrirrHATIMWAAM! 
I IF IT WERENTPORBRICK 
j x  WOOLO STILL BE NPWSflN 
r BUT, BRICK, MY PEOPLE ARB 





U I'M AWFULLY SORRY 
BUT THERES NO MORE 
CANDY LEFT




HV IS IT PARENTS 
UN OUT OF CANDY, 1 
BUT THEY NEVER, 





GOOD.' NOW I ’LL BET 'YOU 
TAKE THAT PRETTY LITTLE 
NEIGHBOR G IR LT ' TH 
M OVIE.''/--------
HECK.NOr ME, GRANDMA/ 
FOR TH’ SAME MONEY 
I ’D HAVE r  SPEND 
HER...
IMS
...1 CAN SEE ANOTHER 
SHOW. AN’ EAT TWICE 
AS MUCH POPCORNjf*
p m i i
G E E ... I  LIKE 
YOUR NEW HAT 
M INNIE 1
o 4
IT  ISN'T A HAT 
A TA LLt ITS  JUST 
A  WASTEPAPER 
BASKET X PINNED 
A  FLOWER TO! OD
1
MEMORY training, PHOOIEj 
SET YOU CANT REMEMBER 
A SINGLE POEM 
YOU LEARNED 
IN SCHOOL.' j —' '  • f
1— O H .V B ^
OLD MOTHER HUBBARD 
SAT IN HER CyPBOA 
EATING HER CURDS 
AND WHEY.
iimm
ALONG CAME A 6PIDER 
a n d  FOLLOWED HER 









I F I THINK 1 TM/ISteP MY 
ANKLE/ HELP 
MB INTO THE 
TENT. SAUNDERS/
HBRe. LET MB NEVER MIMP, 1 NO TROUBLB AT. 
BERTHA, I... ^ALL, HANP50MB/
PONT V3U jV f  KO...I DOrTT 
FEEL WfiUU.’V > KNOW WHAT 
6RANWA7 / I  came over
\
WAS PB6UNG FiNB.1 
■̂ WHBN AUOP A 6UPPEM X 
GOT PIXZV AND IT 6EBMED 
THERfi WBRE 6PI0TB BE
vr ji b p r a u iifiiiin
„,PO YOU THINK IT MAS 
AMVtHiNG to do WITH TMS , 















12  n s  aaily covBiEi* m« .. n#v« it. u sr
0 . L  JONES BRINGS
A  W ORD TO THE
KELOW N A'S 
BEST 
T V  BUY
A d m i r a l
2M N C H  
C O N S O LEH E 




♦M C AN A D A^S
riP-q
iiSii
r ,Y r  v u ^







DELUXE CONSOLEHE F O R
EX P R ES S IO N
•4̂ ' •
O F
C R A FT S M A N S H IP
A N D
I
P E R FO R M A N C E  
A D M IR A L
Feature After Feature Prove Its Excellence
^ B u ilt In Antenna ^Alum inized Optic Filter 
^ fa s y  To Reach Top Tuning 
^I8 4 n c h  Wide Slim Effect Chassis 
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A R R A N G ED
LEA D IN G
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O U T LET I
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